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SESSION OF 2019 203D OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY No. 48 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
The House convened at 11 a.m., e.d.t. 

THE SPEAKER (MIKE TURZAI) 

PRESIDING 

 

PRAYER 

 HON. HARRY READSHAW, member of the House of 

Representatives, offered the following prayer: 

 

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Today let us direct a prayer for members of the House of 

Representatives – all of us. 

 Let us pray: 

 Have mercy on us, O God. Where depression lingers, grant us 

hope. Where fear threatens, grant us comfort. Where strength 

fails, give us courage. Where faithfulness wanes, grant us 

endurance. Where sin invades, grant us forgiveness. Shine upon 

us with love and grace, O God.  

 In Your blessed name, we ask these prayers. Amen. 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

 (The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by members and 

visitors.) 

JOURNAL APPROVAL POSTPONED 

 The SPEAKER. Without objection, the approval of the 

Journal of Wednesday, June 19, 2019, will be postponed until 

printed. 

BILLS REPORTED FROM COMMITTEES, 

CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED 

SB 48, PN 1037 (Amended) By Rep. EVERETT 
 
An Act amending the act of June 3, 1937 (P.L.1333, No.320), 

known as the Pennsylvania Election Code, in ballots, further providing 
for form of official election ballot and for number of ballots to be printed 
and specimen ballots; in voting machines, further providing for 
requirements of voting machines and for form of ballot labels on voting 
machines; in electronic voting systems, further providing for 
requirements of electronic voting systems, for forms and for election day 
procedures and the process of voting; providing for voting systems 
decertification; in preparation for and conduct of primaries and elections, 
 

 
 

further providing for instructions of voters and manner of voting in 
districts in which voting machines are used, for count and return of votes 
in districts in which ballots are used and for what ballots shall be 
counted, manner of counting and defective ballots; and, in voting by 
qualified absentee electors, further providing for date of application for 
absentee ballot, for approval of application for absentee ballot, for voting 
by absentee electors and for canvassing of official absentee ballots. 

 

STATE GOVERNMENT. 

 

SB 634, PN 1035 (Amended) By Rep. CAUSER 
 
An Act amending Title 3 (Agriculture) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in soil and conservation, providing for 
Conservation Excellence Grant Program; and making an editorial 
change. 

 

AGRICULTURE AND RURAL AFFAIRS. 

 

SB 661, PN 1036 (Amended) By Rep. CAUSER 
 
An Act amending Title 3 (Agriculture) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, providing for the Commonwealth Specialty Crop 
Block Grant Program and establishing the Commonwealth Specialty 
Crop Block Grant Fund. 

 

AGRICULTURE AND RURAL AFFAIRS. 

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 

 The SPEAKER. The majority whip, Kerry Benninghoff, 

requests leaves of absence for the following members: 

Representative Aaron KAUFER of Luzerne County for the day, 

and Representative Gary DAY of Lehigh County for the day. 

Without objection, those will be granted. 

 The minority whip, Representative Jordan Harris, requests 

leaves of absence for Representative Mark ROZZI of Berks 

County for the day, Representative Donna BULLOCK of 

Philadelphia County for the day, and Representative Carol 

HILL-EVANS of York County for the day. Without objection, 

those will be granted. 

 

 We are going to hold off taking the master roll until some 

more members are on the House floor. 

 At this time we are going to introduce some guests. 

 Representative Mark Keller is going to come up to present a 

citation to a championship team. Could we please bring the West 

Perry Girls Softball Team to the well of the House. The whole 

team should come up. Coaches, please feel free. Administrators, 

feel free to come up. Thank you.  
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WEST PERRY HIGH SCHOOL  

SOFTBALL TEAM PRESENTED 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Mark Keller, you may 

proceed. 

 Mr. KELLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, today it is an honor for me to welcome the State 

Champion West Perry Girls Softball Team to the House chamber. 

 Last week, after a 7-hour-plus weather delay – they were to 

play at 1 o'clock and they never played until 8 o'clock that day – 

these fine student athletes and their coaches took home the gold 

in the PIAA Class 4A Championship tournament. The Mustangs 

defeated Elizabeth Forward 3-2 in a walk-off win for the first 

State softball title in school history. 

 Joining us here on the rostrum are the team's seven senior 

members and recent graduates. Raise your hand as I call your 

name: Morgan Ceprish, Gretchen Frederick, Tiara Johnson, 

Danielle Krasevic, Cheyenne Shughart, Kayla Weaver, and 

Katelyn Zeigler. And we also have with us the rest of the team 

down in the well of the House, and also their parents; some of 

their parents are up in the gallery. If you would please stand up 

there. 

 The Mustangs finished their championship season with a 

record of 24 and 5, scoring 262 runs and hitting 31 home runs, 

which again is a Perry County record. They were champs in the 

Mid-Penn Capital Division and then finished third in the District 

3 playoffs before taking it all in the title game at State College. 

 Girls, your commitment to excellence is admirable. Your 

dedication of time, energy, and skill in the sport obviously paid 

off in a big way, and I know for a fact that over the years you 

worked very hard to make that happen.  

 However, as we all know, championship seasons are never 

solo accomplishments. It takes a unified effort to lead a team to 

the championships and bring home the victory. I also want to 

commend West Perry head coach John Zeigler, who is up here 

with us, and his assistant coaches for all their hard work and for 

serving as tremendous role models for these student athletes. We 

are "Perry County Proud" of each and every member of the West 

Perry High School Girls Softball Team and its coaching staff.  

 I want to again say congratulations on your State title, and 

thank you, Mr. Speaker, for allowing us to do this. 

 The SPEAKER. Thank you, Chairman Keller, and to the West 

Perry Girls Softball Team, congratulations. Thank you for being 

with us. 

 

 Representative Mike Tobash has a championship team now 

with us, and then we have Representative Warner and 

Representative Cook. So right now I believe we have 

Representative Tobash's championship team, and we will bring 

the seniors and the captains up here and then the rest of the team 

right to the well of the House, please. 

 Members, please take your seats. This team has traveled from 

Schuylkill County to be with us. We are so excited to have this 

championship team. 

 

 

 

WILLIAMS VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL 

SOFTBALL TEAM PRESENTED 

 The SPEAKER. I turn the rostrum over to Representative 

Mike Tobash. 

 Mr. TOBASH. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 I am so fortunate, I got to stand here yesterday and introduce 

a team of girls to my colleagues from the Pine Grove area. In fact, 

Pine Grove is really the next-door school district to Williams 

Valley, and they were the AAA champions this year at the State 

level for softball. And today it is the single A champions, the 

Williams Valley Lady Vikings, and I have to tell you, this has 

become a little bit of a habit with this team. I tell you, 

Mr. Speaker, I do not collect a lot of things, but I am a collector 

of Williams Valley championship title softballs because they 

have given me three in the last 7 years – really an incredible team. 

 The SPEAKER. Three in 7 years; that is outstanding.  

 Mr. TOBASH. I would like to introduce the team members 

that are behind me: Grace Hoffman, Jamie Neiman, Kenna 

Ferron, and Stevie Unger, along with their coach, Ryan 

Underkoffler. 

 As I mentioned yesterday on the House floor, I want them to 

hear, really, the same thing: sometimes there is a little bit of a 

difference between being good and being lucky. I can tell you,  

I am lucky, because these girls in this neck of the woods are so 

good. They are an example of outstanding young female 

athleticism. They represent their region and their school district 

extremely well. I am proud to represent them and I am thrilled 

that they were able to join us here today.  

 I just want to say one more thing. Yesterday a group of seniors 

visited me in the Capitol and I asked them to raise their hands, 

the number of people from Schuylkill County that had not been 

here before. And these were senior citizens, and quite a number 

of them did. With these girls, they get to the Capitol often because 

they get recognized as State champs. 

 So thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. Thank you to the Williams Valley High 

School Girls Softball Team for being with us today and for your 

championship. 

 

 Representative Warner and Representative Cook, if you want 

to bring up the captains and seniors, that will be great, and then  

I will get the rest of the young ladies in the well of the House.  

 And here we have – wait until you hear this story for these 

champs – Frazier High School Girls Softball Team. They traveled 

all the way from Fayette County – almost a 4-hour drive here and 

then a 4-hour drive back – and Representative Ryan Warner and 

Representative Bud Cook are here to introduce you to them.  

FRAZIER HIGH SCHOOL 

SOFTBALL TEAM PRESENTED 

 The SPEAKER. Representative, you may begin. 

 Mr. WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, I think that it is safe to say that as 

Representatives, we all take pride in the areas and the school 

districts that we represent, but I have to be honest with you and 

say that today I am extra proud to be up here to recognize this 

State championship team. 
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 This team represents my alma mater. They represent the 

school that my children attend, they represent the small town 

where I live, and these young ladies and their families are my 

neighbors, they are my friends, and they are also members of my 

family. So, Mr. Speaker, it is a little extra special for me to be up 

here to welcome the Class AA State Champion Frazier 

Commodores Softball Team to the Capitol. 

 Mr. Speaker, the Lady Commodores had a fantastic season 

and brought home Fayette County's first team championship in 

more than a decade. But I believe what is more important, 

Mr. Speaker, is that not only is this the first State softball 

championship in school history, but it is the first team 

championship in Frazier High School history. Girls, 

congratulations. 

 Mr. Speaker, they did so in dramatic fashion too. Frazier was 

up one run heading into the bottom of the last inning. After an 

intentional walk to one of Brandywine Heights top hitters, the 

bases were loaded with just one out. In a made-for-TV moment – 

that nearly gave me a heart attack – the next batter up hit a fly 

ball to shallow right field. It was caught and the runner on third 

tagged for home to tie the game, but right fielder Mackenzie 

Kelly threw a frozen rope perfect strike to catcher Juliann 

Johnson for the final out of the game to win the State 

championship. 

 These young ladies demonstrated such poise and discipline 

under extreme pressure. They should be proud of themselves, just 

as I am proud of them, and I know their parents and our 

community are proud of them as well.  

 Team members with us here today are Kathryn Barch, Emi 

Curcio, Logan Hartman, Juliann Johnson, Mackenzie Kelly, 

Abigail Scott, Haley Somers, and Victoria Washinski, and 

coaches Don and Mandy Hartman. And we also have some 

parents as guests up in the gallery, if you want to stand up for a 

second too. 

 To Coach Hartman, who used to coach against me when  

I played for Frazier, I am proud of you. You have done an 

outstanding job with these young women. They are a talented 

group of athletes, and with your guidance and support, they 

worked together as a team to bring home this championship – not 

just for themselves, but for you and the entire Frazier community. 

 Colleagues, if you would, please join me in congratulating 

these young ladies as I present to you our 2019 Class AA 

Pennsylvania State Champion Frazier Commodores. Go Dores. 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Warner, I know you pointed 

the young ladies out, but the right fielder who caught that, raise 

your hand. She caught it, bases loaded, out to – and the catcher. 

Where is the catcher? She made the tag at home to get that double 

play and win the championship. Congratulations to the whole 

team; congratulations. 

GUESTS INTRODUCED 

 The SPEAKER. In front of us right here are Representative 

Jenn O'Mara's husband, Brad Bitting, and her father-in-law, Joe 

Bitting. Joe, as you may know, is a retired Teamster, but Brad is 

a former sergeant in the United States Army, serving in the  

101st Airborne Division. He earned two Purple Hearts and an 

Army Commendation Medal with "V" for valor during two tours 

of duty in Afghanistan. Sir, thank you for your service and thanks 

for being with us today. Thank you. 

 

 Thank you, sirs. Representative O'Mara, do want to say a few 

words? 

 Ms. O'MARA. I just want to thank you, Mr. Speaker, and 

thank you to all of my colleagues for recognizing the important 

work that our veterans do every single day. Thank you very 

much. 

 The SPEAKER. Thank you, Representative O'Mara. Thank 

you. 

 

 Where is Ken Aquiline? Ken is interning in Representative 

Innamorato's office. He is a junior at Duquesne University and a 

United States Marine Corps veteran, who served in two 

campaigns in Operation Iraqi Freedom. Thank you so much, Ken, 

for being with us today, and thank you for your service, too, my 

good friend. Thank you. 

 In the rear of the House, Representative Warren has brought a 

special guest, Paresh Birla. Paresh is president of the Council of 

Indian Organizations in Greater Philadelphia, and he is standing 

right there with Representative Perry Warren. Thank you so 

much for being with us, sir. Thank you. 

 Members, I have another special family guest. We have with 

us Tommy Schemel, the fifth of six children of Representative 

Paul Schemel. Let us give him a warm welcome today. He is 

interning today. Now, I know he has many outstanding siblings, 

but one of them is at the University of Notre Dame; I just had to 

put that plug in. Thank you, Representative Schemel, and, 

Tommy, thank you so much for being here. 

 In the rear of the House, we have students from the 

Neighborhood Academy in Pittsburgh. Representative Gainey, 

on unanimous consent. If you will come down and tell us about 

the Neighborhood Academy, and if all those students could 

please stand from the Neighborhood Academy. We are so 

honored to have you here today. Thank you for being here today. 

STATEMENT BY MR. GAINEY 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Gainey, on unanimous 

consent, sir. 

 Mr. GAINEY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 You know how important it is that I believe that we bring our 

children to the Capitol. I believe when you expose the children to 

greater than what they see every day, then they can believe and 

achieve whatever it is they want to become, and these young men 

back here from the Neighborhood Academy are doing just that. 

 When I went to their school, they were asking me questions 

about mass incarceration, abortion, and how the State 

government works. So what I wanted to do is, I wanted to bring 

them to the Capitol, and if you get a minute, go back there and 

encourage them and just let them know why State government is 

so important. We have talked about gun violence, we have talked 

about a host of different issues, and I always tell them how 

diverse the State is. Please go back and say hello to them and just 

say a couple of encouraging words, because you always hear me 

say we understand that our children are our future, and if we 

expose them to a greater quality of life, then that is what they will 

live up to. 

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. Thanks, Representative Gainey. Thank you, 

sir. 
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 At the break we will have the Neighborhood Academy 

students in the well of the House and we will get a photo. Thank 

you so much for being with us. 

STATEMENT BY MR. KORTZ 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Kortz, the floor is yours. 

 Mr. KORTZ. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, today is National American Eagle Day, a day set 

aside each year to honor our national symbol, the bald eagle. It is 

a day also in which we raise awareness to protect this majestic 

animal. 

 Mr. Speaker, the bald eagle is both our national bird and our 

national animal of the United States of America, and it appears 

on the great seal of our great country. 

 Mr. Speaker, the American eagle has made a tremendous 

comeback in the United States and in Pennsylvania, and we have 

a set of eagles right here in Hanover, PA. And if you would like 

to see them live, we have a TV screen in our office here in 

Harrisburg, where the mother and father eagles are taking care of 

their two eaglets. It is something special to see. 

 So thank you, Mr. Speaker, for this opportunity. 

BILL REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE, 

CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED 

SB 321, PN 996 By Rep. MOUL 
 
An Act amending Title 53 (Municipalities Generally) of the 

Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, providing for the option to prohibit 
the location of an establishment license within a municipality. 

 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 

GUESTS INTRODUCED 

 The SPEAKER. We have these special guests. The  

2019 Pennsylvania Legislative Black Caucus Scholarship 

winners are with us, and they are right over here to my left. As I 

call your name, if you could, please stand up. Thank you so much 

for being with us. 

 Jayla Hayden, North Carolina A&T State University, is going 

to major in nursing. You can remain standing too, please. She is 

in Representative Cephas' district. 

 Nahla Turner, please stand. Nahla is going to major in 

chemical engineering at Howard University, and she resides in 

Representative Steve Kinsey's district. 

 Domenique Ross is also going to be attending Howard 

University and majoring in engineering, and she resides in 

Representative Jake Wheatley's district. 

 Tai Humphrey is going to be attending Florida  

A&M University to major in broadcast journalism, and she is a 

resident of Representative Isabella Fitzgerald's district. 

 Jae Fitch is attending York College and will be majoring in 

sports management, and she resides in Representative Carol 

Hill-Evans' district. 

 These individuals I do not think are here, but I do want to 

introduce them by name for the record. Alphonso Samukai will 

be attending Cheyney University to major in business 

administration. He is a resident of Representative Joanna 

McClinton's district. 

 

 And then Ariana Cruz is attending Ohio State University, 

majoring in criminal justice, and she resides in Representative 

Patty Kim's district. 

 Will the parents of these students who are in the back please 

stand and be recognized. 

MASTER ROLL CALL 

 The SPEAKER. We are ready to take the master roll. 

Members, please vote on the master roll. 

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 PRESENT–196 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Reese 

Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Rigby 
Bernstine Freeman Madden Roae 

Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roebuck 

Boback Gabler Maloney Rothman 
Borowicz Gainey Markosek Ryan 

Boyle Galloway Marshall Sainato 

Bradford Gaydos Masser Samuelson 
Briggs Gillen Matzie Sanchez 

Brooks Gillespie McCarter Sankey 

Brown Gleim McClinton Sappey 
Burgos Goodman McNeill Saylor 

Burns Gregory Mehaffie Schemel 

Caltagirone Greiner Mentzer Schlossberg 
Carroll Grove Merski Schmitt 

Causer Hahn Metcalfe Schroeder 

Cephas Hanbidge Metzgar Schweyer 
Ciresi Harkins Mihalek Shusterman 

Comitta Harrell Millard Simmons 

Conklin Harris Miller, B. Sims 
Cook Heffley Miller, D. Snyder 

Cox Helm Mizgorski Solomon 

Cruz Hennessey Moul Sonney 
Culver Hershey Mullery Staats 

Cutler Hickernell Mullins Stephens 

Daley Hohenstein Murt Struzzi 
Davidson Howard Mustello Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Neilson Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Nelson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nesbit Toepel 

Deasy James O'Mara Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Neal Topper 
Delloso Jozwiak Oberlander Ullman 

Delozier Kail Ortitay Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Otten Walsh 
Dermody Keefer Owlett Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Pashinski Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Peifer Webster 
Donatucci Kim Petrarca Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Pickett Wheatley 

Driscoll Kirkland Polinchock Wheeland 

Dunbar Klunk Puskaric White 

Dush Knowles Pyle Williams 

Ecker Kortz Quinn Youngblood 
Emrick Kosierowski Rabb Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rader Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rapp   

Fee Lawrence Ravenstahl Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Readshaw   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 ADDITIONS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
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 EXCUSED–6 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Rozzi 

Day Kaufer 
 

 LEAVES ADDED–5 
 

Davidson Gainey Sappey Schlossberg 
Davis, A. 
 

 

 The SPEAKER. We have 196 members on the House floor. 

We have a quorum. 

RULES AND APPROPRIATIONS 

COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

 The SPEAKER. At this time I am going to call upon—  I know 

the majority leader, who is the chair of the Rules Committee, has 

a Rules Committee meeting. So first of all, let me begin with the 

majority Appropriations chair, Representative Stan Saylor, who 

I know will be announcing probably two different meetings.  

 The Appropriations chair, Stan Saylor. 

 Mr. SAYLOR. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 There will be an immediate meeting of the Rules Committee 

in the majority Appropriations conference room, and 

immediately following that, there will be an Appropriations 

meeting in the majority caucus room. 

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. Thank you, Chairman Saylor. 

 There will be an immediate meeting of the Rules Committee 

in the majority Appropriations conference room, and 

immediately following that, there will be an Appropriations 

meeting in the majority caucus room. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY MR. EVERETT 

 

STATE GOVERNMENT 

COMMITTEE MEETING 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Garth Everett, the State 

Government Committee chair, for a committee announcement,  

I believe. 

 Mr. EVERETT. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 There will be an immediate informational meeting of the 

Republican members of the State Government Committee in 

Ryan Office Building, 100 conference room; that is Republican 

State Government Committee members, to review the bills for 

later today. 

 And at the end of session, there will be a voting meeting of the 

House State Government Committee in G-50 Irvis to consider 

HB 724. 

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chair. 

 At the end of session, there will be a voting meeting of the 

House State Government Committee in G-50 Irvis to consider 

HB 724. 

 

 

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS 

 The SPEAKER. Now the majority caucus chair, 

Representative Marcy Toepel, for a caucus announcement. 

 Mrs. TOEPEL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Republicans will caucus at 12:45. We would be prepared to 

return to the floor at 1:30. Thank you. 

 The SPEAKER. Thank you very much. 

DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS 

 The SPEAKER. The Democratic caucus chair, Representative 

Joanna McClinton, for a Democratic caucus announcement. 

 Ms. McCLINTON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 House Democrats, we will caucus at 12:45; that is 12:45 this 

afternoon. Thank you. 

 The SPEAKER. Thank you very much. 

RECESS 

 The SPEAKER. The House will reconvene at 1:30. We will 

stand in recess until 1:30 p.m. Thank you. 

RECESS EXTENDED 

 The time of recess was extended until 1:45 p.m. 

AFTER RECESS 

 The time of recess having expired, the House was called to 

order. 

BILLS REREPORTED FROM COMMITTEES 

HB 305, PN 1737 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act providing for an inventory of State-owned assets and 

county-owned assets for the development of mobile broadband services 
in unserved areas and underserved areas of this Commonwealth. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

HB 956, PN 2191 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act amending the act of August 26, 1971 (P.L.351, No.91), 

known as the State Lottery Law, in State lottery, further providing for 
powers and duties of secretary. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

HB 985, PN 2192 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act providing for auditor qualifications for the Department of 

the Auditor General, for new department employees, for current 
department employees, for employee certification, for forensic audits, 
for fraud audits and for committee standards. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 
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HB 1185, PN 1371 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act amending Title 30 (Fish) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated 

Statutes, in property and waters, further providing for the offense of 
damage to property; in protection of property and waters, further 
providing for the offense of littering; in preliminary provisions relating 
to boats and boating, further providing for boating education; and, in 
operation of boats, further providing for the offense of operating 
watercraft under influence of alcohol or controlled substance and 
providing for the offense of aggravated assault by watercraft. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

HB 1441, PN 1790 By Rep. CUTLER 
 
An Act designating the bridge located at 3957'48.9"N 7902'40.7"W 

(U.S. Route 219 over Walters Mill Road), as the Mark J. Baserman 
Memorial Bridge. 

 

RULES. 

 

HB 1479, PN 1886 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act designating a bridge, identified as Bridge Key 35729, on 

that portion of State Route 3041 in Texas Township, Wayne County, as 
the PFC Raymond P. Schwesinger Memorial Bridge. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

HB 1510, PN 1895 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act designating a portion of Pennsylvania Route 183 from 

Segment 0040/Offset 2555 to Segment 110/Offset 1180 in Berks County 
as the Trooper Wayne C. Ebert Memorial Highway. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

HB 1511, PN 1928 By Rep. CUTLER 
 
An Act amending Title 66 (Public Utilities) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in certificates of public convenience, further 
providing for enumeration of acts requiring certificate. 

 

RULES. 

 

HB 1534, PN 1952 By Rep. CUTLER 
 
An Act amending the act of December 17, 1968 (P.L.1224, No.387), 

known as the Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law, 
further providing for definitions and for unlawful acts or practices and 
exclusions. 

 

RULES. 

 

HB 1547, PN 1963 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act designating the highway interchange of U.S. Route 422 with 

Pennsylvania Route 66, Manor Township, Armstrong County, as the 
Senator Donald C. White Interchange. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

HB 1557, PN 2193 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act amending the act of September 24, 1968 (P.L.1040, 

No.318), known as the Coal Refuse Disposal Control Act, further 
providing for designating areas unsuitable for coal refuse disposal. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

HB 1578, PN 2044 By Rep. CUTLER 
 
An Act amending Title 68 (Real and Personal Property) of the 

Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, in creation, alteration and 
termination of condominiums, further providing for contents of 
declaration and all condominiums and for amendment of declaration; in 
management of the condominium, further providing for bylaws; in 
protection of purchasers, further providing for public offering statement 
and general provisions; in creation, alteration and termination of 
cooperatives, further providing for contents of declaration and for 
amendment of declaration; in management of cooperatives, further 
providing for bylaws; in protection of cooperative interest purchasers, 
further providing for public offering statement and general provisions; 
in creation, alteration and termination of planned communities, further 
providing for contents of declaration and all planned communities and 
for amendment of declaration; in management of planned community, 
further providing for bylaws; and, in protection of purchasers, further 
providing for public offering statement and general provisions. 

 

RULES. 

 

HB 1609, PN 2083 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act amending Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in registration of vehicles, further providing for 
contributions to Veterans' Trust Fund. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

HB 1634, PN 2186 By Rep. CUTLER 
 
An Act amending Title 23 (Domestic Relations) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in support matters generally, further providing for 
costs and fees and for State disbursement unit. 

 

RULES. 

 

SB 117, PN 1034 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act designating a bridge on that portion of State Route 3016 

(Bedford Street) over Solomon Run in the City of Johnstown, Cambria 
County, as the Seaman Apprentice Kenneth D. Scaife Memorial Bridge; 
designating a bridge on that portion of Peg Run Road, Pennsylvania 
Route 240, over the West Branch of the Susquehanna River, 
Susquehanna Township, Cambria County, as the United States Army 
Sergeant Scott O. Henry Memorial Bridge; designating a portion of U.S. 
Route 220 in Sullivan County from the intersection with Pennsylvania 
Route 87 to the Bradford County line as the T.W. "Doc" Shoemaker 
Memorial Highway; designating a bridge on that portion of 
Pennsylvania Route 14 over Fall Brook, Troy Borough, Bradford 
County, as the Troy Area Veterans Memorial Bridge; designating a 
bridge on that portion of Pennsylvania Route 305 over Shaver's Creek in 
Barree Township, Huntingdon County, as the Private Harold E. "Jim" 
Knode Memorial Bridge; designating a bridge on that portion of 
Pennsylvania Route 453 over the Little Juniata River, Tyrone Township, 
Blair County, as the Robert E. Gensimore Memorial Bridge; designating 
a bridge on that portion of Pennsylvania Route 899 over the Clarion 
River connecting Barnett Township, Jefferson County, and Barnett 
Township, Forest County, as the PFC Patrick T. Cassatt Memorial 
Bridge; designating a bridge on that portion of State Route 4018 over the 
Little Mahoning Creek, South Mahoning Township, Indiana County, as 
the SP4 Franklin Delano Meyer Memorial Bridge; designating a bridge 
identified as Bridge Key 54683 on that portion of State Route 3009 
(Kushequa Avenue) over the Kinzua Creek in Kushequa, Hamlin 
Township, McKean County, as the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Bridge; 
designating the bridge identified as Bridge Key 18676 on that portion of 
Pennsylvania Route 747 over the Juniata River in Mount Union 
Borough, Huntingdon County, as the Captain Joseph S. Giacobello 
Memorial Bridge; designating a bridge on that portion of State Route 
2016 over the Casselman River in Rockwood Borough, Somerset 
County, as the PFC Alton Glenn Sterner Memorial Bridge; and 
designating a bridge on that portion of Pennsylvania Route 96 over the 
Little Wills Creek, Bedford County, as the Staff Sgt. Roger (Rod) Guy 
Holler Memorial Bridge. 
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APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

SB 144, PN 927 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P.L.30, No.14), known 

as the Public School Code of 1949, providing for the Keystone 
Telepresence Education Grant Program. 

 

SB 440, PN 1029 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P.L.30, No.14), known 

as the Public School Code of 1949, in terms and courses of study, 
providing for flexible instructional days. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

BILLS REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE, 
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED 

SB 235, PN 986 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act making appropriations from the Professional Licensure 

Augmentation Account and from restricted revenue accounts within the 
General Fund to the Department of State for use by the Bureau of 
Professional and Occupational Affairs in support of the professional 
licensure boards assigned thereto. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

SB 236, PN 987 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act making appropriations from the Workmen's Compensation 

Administration Fund to the Department of Labor and Industry and the 
Department of Community and Economic Development to provide for 
the expenses of administering the Workers' Compensation Act, The 
Pennsylvania Occupational Disease Act and the Office of Small 
Business Advocate for the fiscal year July 1, 2019, to June 30, 2020, and 
for the payment of bills incurred and remaining unpaid at the close of 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 2019. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

SB 237, PN 988 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act making an appropriation from a restricted revenue account 

within the General Fund to the Office of Small Business Advocate in the 
Department of Community and Economic Development. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

SB 238, PN 989 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act making an appropriation from a restricted revenue account 

within the General Fund to the Office of Consumer Advocate in the 
Office of Attorney General. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

SB 239, PN 990 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act making appropriations from the Public School Employees' 

Retirement Fund and from the PSERS Defined Contribution Fund to 
provide for expenses of the Public School Employees' Retirement Board 
for the fiscal year July 1, 2019, to June 30, 2020, and for the payment of 
bills incurred and remaining unpaid at the close of the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 2019. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

 

SB 240, PN 991 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act making appropriations from the State Employees' 

Retirement Fund and from the SERS Defined Contribution Fund to 
provide for expenses of the State Employees' Retirement Board for the 
fiscal year July 1, 2019, to June 30, 2020, and for the payment of bills 
incurred and remaining unpaid at the close of the fiscal year ending June 
30, 2019. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

SB 241, PN 1016 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act making appropriations from the Philadelphia Taxicab and 

Limousine Regulatory Fund and the Philadelphia Taxicab Medallion 
Fund to the Philadelphia Parking Authority for the fiscal year July 1, 
2019, to June 30, 2020. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

SB 242, PN 993 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act making appropriations from a restricted revenue account 

within the General Fund and from Federal augmentation funds to the 
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission for the fiscal year July 1, 2019, 
to June 30, 2020. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

 

SB 243, PN 994 By Rep. SAYLOR 
 
An Act making appropriations from the restricted revenue accounts 

within the State Gaming Fund and from the restricted revenue accounts 
within the Fantasy Contest Fund and Video Gaming Fund to the 
Attorney General, the Department of Revenue, the Pennsylvania State 
Police and the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board for the fiscal year 
beginning July 1, 2019, to June 30, 2020, and for the payment of bills 
incurred and remaining unpaid at the close of the fiscal year ending  
June 30, 2019. 

 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

SUPPLEMENTAL CALENDAR A 

 

BILLS ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1634, 

PN 2186, entitled: 
 
An Act amending Title 23 (Domestic Relations) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in support matters generally, further providing for 
costs and fees and for State disbursement unit. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1511, 

PN 1928, entitled: 
 
An Act amending Title 66 (Public Utilities) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in certificates of public convenience, further 
providing for enumeration of acts requiring certificate. 
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 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1534, 

PN 1952, entitled:  
 
An Act amending the act of December 17, 1968 (P.L.1224, No.387), 

known as the Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law, 
further providing for definitions and for unlawful acts or practices and 
exclusions. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1441, 

PN 1790, entitled:  
 
An Act designating the bridge located at 3957'48.9"N 7902'40.7"W 

(U.S. Route 219 over Walters Mill Road), as the Mark J. Baserman 
Memorial Bridge. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1578, 

PN 2044, entitled:  
 
An Act amending Title 68 (Real and Personal Property) of the 

Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, in creation, alteration and 
termination of condominiums, further providing for contents of 
declaration and all condominiums and for amendment of declaration; in 
management of the condominium, further providing for bylaws; in 
protection of purchasers, further providing for public offering statement 
and general provisions; in creation, alteration and termination of 
cooperatives, further providing for contents of declaration and for 
amendment of declaration; in management of cooperatives, further 
providing for bylaws; in protection of cooperative interest purchasers, 
further providing for public offering statement and general provisions; 
in creation, alteration and termination of planned communities, further 
providing for contents of declaration and all planned communities and 
for amendment of declaration; in management of planned community, 
further providing for bylaws; and, in protection of purchasers, further 
providing for public offering statement and general provisions. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 

 The SPEAKER. Representative SCHLOSSBERG has 

requested to be placed on leave. Without objection, that will be 

granted. 

 Representative SAPPEY has requested to be placed on leave. 

Without objection, that will be granted. 

 Representative DAVIDSON has requested to be placed on 

leave. Without objection, that will be granted. 

 Representative GAINEY has requested to be placed on leave. 

Without objection, that will be granted. 

CALENDAR 

 

BILLS ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of SB 89,  

PN 1008, entitled: 
 
An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P.L.30, No.14), known 

as the Public School Code of 1949, replacing references to "vocational-
technical" with "career and technical," replacing references to 
"vocational" with "career and technical" and replacing references to 
"vocation" with "career and technical"; deleting references to vocational 
school districts; renaming the State Board for Vocational Education as 
the State Board of Career and Technical Education; in vocational 
education, further providing for advisory committees and providing for 
a workforce development program clearinghouse and for PAsmart 
online career resource center; and making editorial changes. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 

 Mr. SONNEY offered the following amendment No. A02195:  

 
Amend Bill, page 81, line 21, by striking out "VOCATIONAL-

TECHNICAL" and inserting 

 career and technical 

Amend Bill, page 81, line 23, by striking out "VOCATIONAL-

TECHNICAL" and inserting 

 career and technical 

Amend Bill, page 82, line 8, by striking out "VOCATIONAL-

TECHNICAL" and inserting 

 career and technical 

Amend Bill, page 82, line 11, by striking out "VOCATIONAL-

TECHNICAL" and inserting 

 career and technical 

Amend Bill, page 82, line 12, by striking out "VOCATIONAL-

TECHNICAL" and inserting 

 career and technical 

Amend Bill, page 82, line 17, by striking out "VOCATIONAL-

TECHNICAL" and inserting 

 career and technical 

Amend Bill, page 82, line 18, by striking out "VOCATIONAL-

TECHNICAL" and inserting 

 career and technical 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Sonney, on the amendment. 

 Mr. SONNEY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, it simply makes a technical change in the 

wording, and I would ask the members to support the 

amendment. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 
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 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–192 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 
Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 

Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 
Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 

Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 
Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 

Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 
Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 

Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 
Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 
Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 
Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 
Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 
Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 

Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 
Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 

Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 
Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 
Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question was 

determined in the affirmative and the amendment was agreed to. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration as 

amended? 

 

 

 Mr. ROEBUCK offered the following amendment  

No. A02196: 

 
Amend Bill, page 51, by inserting between lines 13 and 14 

Section 18.1.  The definition of "school entity" in section 1301-B 

of the act, added June 22, 2018 (P.L.327, No.44), is amended to read: 

Section 1301-B.  Definitions. 

The following words and phrases when used in this article shall 

have the meaning given to them in this section unless the context 

clearly indicates otherwise: 

* * * 

"School entity."  A school district, intermediate unit, area 

[vocational-technical] career and technical school, charter school or 

private residential rehabilitative institution. 

* * * 

Section 18.2.  The definition of "school entity" in section 1301-C 

of the act, added June 22, 2018 (P.L.327, No.44), is amended to read: 

Section 1301-C.  Definitions. 

The following words and phrases when used in this article shall 

have the meanings given to them in this section unless the context 

clearly indicates otherwise: 

* * * 

"School entity."  A school district, intermediate unit, area 

[vocational-technical] career and technical school, charter school or 

private residential rehabilitative institution. 

* * * 

Section 18.3.  The definition of "school entity" in section 1302-D 

of the act, added June 22, 2018 (P.L.327, No.44), is amended to read: 

Section 1302-D.  Definitions. 

The following words and phrases when used in this article shall 

have the meanings given to them in this section unless the context 

clearly indicates otherwise: 

* * * 

"School entity."  A school district, charter school, cyber charter 

school, private school, nonpublic school, intermediate unit or area 

[vocational-technical] career and technical school operating within this 

Commonwealth. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Roebuck is recognized. 

 Mr. ROEBUCK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 This is a technical amendment replacing vocational-technical 

schools to career and technical schools language in the bill, and  

I would ask for a favorable vote on the amendment. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–191 
 
Barrar Flynn Lewis Ravenstahl 

Benninghoff Frankel Longietti Readshaw 

Bernstine Freeman Mackenzie Reese 
Bizzarro Fritz Madden Rigby 

Boback Gabler Malagari Roae 

Borowicz Galloway Maloney Rothman 
Boyle Gaydos Markosek Ryan 

Bradford Gillen Marshall Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Masser Samuelson 
Brooks Gleim Matzie Sanchez 

Brown Goodman McCarter Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McClinton Saylor 
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Burns Greiner McNeill Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mehaffie Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Mentzer Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Merski Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metcalfe Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Metzgar Simmons 

Comitta Harris Mihalek Sims 
Conklin Heffley Millard Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, B. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Miller, D. Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Mizgorski Staats 

Culver Hickernell Moul Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullery Struzzi 
Daley Howard Mullins Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Murt Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Mustello Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Neilson Toepel 

Deasy James Nelson Toohil 

DeLissio Jones Nesbit Topper 
Delloso Jozwiak O'Mara Ullman 

Delozier Kail O'Neal Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Oberlander Walsh 

Dermody Keefer Ortitay Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Otten Warren 
DiGirolamo Kenyatta Owlett Webster 

Donatucci Kim Pashinski Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Peifer Wheatley 
Driscoll Kirkland Petrarca Wheeland 

Dunbar Klunk Pickett White 

Dush Knowles Polinchock Williams 
Ecker Kortz Puskaric Youngblood 

Emrick Kosierowski Pyle Zabel 

Everett Krueger Quinn Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rabb   

Fee Lawrence Rader Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Rapp   Speaker 
Fitzgerald 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–1 
 

Roebuck 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 
Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question was 

determined in the affirmative and the amendment was agreed to. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration as 

amended? 

 

 Mr. SOLOMON offered the following amendment  

No. A02172: 

 
Amend Bill, page 1, line 14, by inserting after "center; " 

establishing the Schools-to-Work Program; providing for powers and 

duties of the Department of Labor and Industry; 

Amend Bill, page 84, lines 18 through 20, by striking out ", 

1855, 1922, 1925," in line 18, all of line 19 and "1901-C(1) AND (6), 

1901-D(5) AND 1903-D(B)(1)" in line 20 and inserting 

 and 1855 

Amend Bill, page 100, by inserting between lines 21 and 22 

Section 35.3.  The act is amended by adding an article to read: 

ARTICLE XVIII-A 

SCHOOLS-TO-WORK PROGRAM 

Section 1801-A.  Scope. 

This article relates to the Schools-to-Work Program. 

Section 1802-A.  Definitions. 

The following words and phrases when used in this article shall 

have the meanings given to them in this section unless the context 

clearly indicates otherwise: 

"Department."  The Department of Labor and Industry of the 

Commonwealth. 

"Program."  The Schools-to-Work Program established under 

section 1803-A. 

"School."  A school in a school district, charter school, regional 

charter school, cyber charter school, intermediate unit or career and 

technical school in this Commonwealth. 

"Sponsor."  An entity which is or will be registered with the 

department as a pre-apprenticeship program and which will have the 

full responsibility for the administration and operation of the program. 

Section 1803-A.  Schools-to-Work Program. 

(a)  Establishment.–The department shall, in consultation with 

the Department of Education, establish a Schools-to-Work Program to 

award grants on a competitive basis to support the establishment or 

enhancement of workforce development partnerships between schools, 

employers, organizations or associations to create employment and 

training pathways. 

(b)  Grant proposals.–In order to apply for a grant under the 

program, a sponsor must submit a grant proposal to the department that 

includes all of the following: 

(1)  Partnership with at least one school. 

(2)  Learning opportunities for participating students, 

including classroom training, workplace visits, internships, 

apprenticeships, mentorships, employment opportunities, special 

education transition, Capstone Cooperative Education, job 

shadowing or externships. 

(3)  Identification of the qualifications and certifications 

necessary to fill current and anticipated regional labor market 

needs. 

(4)  Description of outcomes from the successful 

completion of the program, which may include the attainment of 

industry-recognized qualifications and certifications or college 

credits, and an explanation of how college credits earned will be 

transcripted and transferrable. 

(5)  Pathways for transition to a registered apprenticeship 

program, post-secondary education program or employment. 

(6)  Demonstration of existing qualified program 

personnel, or identification of additional personnel needed, if 

any, to establish or increase program capacity to meet or 

contribute toward meeting current and anticipated regional labor 

market needs. 

(7)  Description of program curricula. 

(8)  A program budget, including the amount of grant 

money being requested and any additional financial resources 

being used for the program. 

(c)  Priority of applications.–The department shall give priority to 

proposals that: 

(1)  Demonstrate a strong need to build new or existing 

program capacity to meet or contribute toward meeting current 

and anticipated regional labor market needs. 

(2)  Incorporate students from grades nine through 

twelve. 

(3)  Prioritize program completion and transition to post-

secondary training, education or employment. 

(4)  Involve a partnership between multiple schools or 

school districts, employers, organizations or associations. 

(5)  Demonstrate sustainability by leveraging additional 

financial or personnel resources that will be used for the 

program. 

(d)  Grant distribution.–The department shall, in consultation 

with the Department of Education, award grants under the program. 

The department shall consider geographic diversity when selecting 
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grant recipients. 

(e)  Limitation.–Grant money may be used only for the purposes 

stated in the grant proposal. Any remaining grant money not used for 

the program shall be returned to the department. 

Section 1804-A.  Reporting requirements. 

(a)  Reports to the department.–A grant recipient shall be 

required to report to the department annually data related to a program, 

including all of the following: 

(1)  The number of students who entered the program, 

successfully completed the program or earned industry-

recognized qualifications, certifications or college credits, 

including descriptions and totals of each credential. 

(2)  The number of students who transitioned to post-

secondary training, education or employment. 

(3)  Other data deemed relevant or necessary by the 

department in consultation with the Department of Education. 

(b)  Annual reporting.–The department shall provide an initial 

report to the General Assembly within two years of commencement of 

the program and a report each year thereafter that the program is in 

effect. 

Section 1805-A.  Notice of funding. 

Upon the initial appropriation of sufficient money to carry out 

the provisions of this article or a determination by the department that 

sufficient money is available from existing sources to carry out the 

provisions of this article, the department shall transmit notice that the 

program will be implemented with available funds to the Legislative 

Reference Bureau for publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. 

Section 1806-A.  Expiration. 

This article shall expire June 30, 2024, or five years after the 

effective date of this article, whichever is later. 

Section 35.4.  Sections 1922, 1925, 1901-A(4) and (5), 1905-

A(a)(7), 1913-A(b)(1.2), 1908-B(b), 1901-C(1) and (6), 1901-D(5) and 

1903-D(b)(1) of the act are amended to read: 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The SPEAKER. On the amendment, Representative Solomon. 

Please clear the well of the House, and Representative Solomon, 

you may proceed. 

 Mr. SOLOMON. Thank you so much, Mr. Speaker.  

 This amendment expands preapprenticeship opportunities to 

young folks throughout the Commonwealth, allowing them to 

secure family-sustaining careers right in their local community. 

 Now, this amendment is based on the pioneering work that is 

going on in Hanover, Pennsylvania, in York County, that my 

cosponsor, coprime, the gentlelady from York County is going to 

speak to in a moment. 

 Mr. Speaker, thank you so much, and I would appreciate an 

affirmative vote. Thank you. 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Kate Klunk. 

 Ms. KLUNK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 And thank you to my colleague from Philadelphia for his hard 

work on this issue with me. This amendment goes to a program 

that is near and dear to my heart in Hanover, Pennsylvania. Our 

Hanover Area Chamber of Commerce and our local school 

districts and local businesses have partnered together to create 

opportunities for our children to ensure that they have the skills 

necessary to take on the careers and jobs here in the 21st century. 

This is a great public-private partnership, and this particular 

amendment will help ensure that this type of program can spread 

throughout the Commonwealth and help our young people and 

keep children here in Pennsylvania, and I ask my colleagues for 

an affirmative vote. Thank you. 

 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Torren Ecker. 

 Mr. ECKER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 I also want to give my support for this amendment. I have a 

school district that will benefit directly from this program as 

being part of the Hanover Chamber of Commerce, and you know, 

I really support this amendment. I think this is modernizing our 

education system and encouraging folks to go into trades and 

careers that we desperately need right now.  

 So I appreciate the makers on this amendment and urge a 

positive vote. Thank you. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–192 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 

Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 
Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 

Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 

Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 
Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 

Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 
Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 

Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 
Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 

Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 
Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 

Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 
Comitta Harris Millard Sims 

Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 
Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 

Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 
Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 

Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 
Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 

Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 
Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 

Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 
Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 

Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 
Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 

Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 
Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 

Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 

Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 
Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 

Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 

Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 
Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 

Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 
Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 

Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
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 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 
Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question was 

determined in the affirmative and the amendment was agreed to. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration as 

amended? 

 Bill as amended was agreed to. 

 

 The SPEAKER. The bill as amended will be reprinted. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 427,  

PN 1089, entitled:  
 
An Act providing for health insurance coverage requirements for 

stage four, advanced metastatic cancer. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 

 Mr. BENNINGHOFF offered the following amendment  

No. A02230: 

 
Amend Bill, page 1, lines 12 through 15, by striking out all of 

said lines 

Amend Bill, page 2, by inserting after line 30 

(12)  Hospital indemnity. 

(13)  Medicare supplement. 

Amend Bill, page 3, line 11, by inserting after "a" 

 covered 

Amend Bill, page 3, line 15, by striking out "use" and inserting 

 prescription 

Amend Bill, page 3, line 15, by inserting after "best" 

 clinical 

Amend Bill, page 3, line 17, by striking out "ASSOCIATED 

CONDITION." and inserting 

 a severe adverse health condition experienced as a result 

of stage four, advanced metastatic cancer. 

Amend Bill, page 3, line 26, by striking out "DATE OF 

ENACTMENT" and inserting 

 effective date 

Amend Bill, page 4, line 1, by striking out "DATE OF 

ENACTMENT" and inserting 

 effective date 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The SPEAKER. On the amendment, Representative 

Benninghoff. 

 Mr. BENNINGHOFF. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 I would ask for members' support. This amendment has been 

talked about with many of the stakeholders.  Essentially, if 

through the treatment on one of these other drug formularies you 

have adverse reactions, that they would cover them if they are a 

result directly of that drug or treatment secondary, basically – 

pardon me. We are allowing you to skip over the other prescribed 

treatments, maybe drug one, two, and three, and go to number 

four. The amendment addresses if you had a side effect from that 

specific treatment that it would also be covered. I would ask for 

your support. 

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Tony DeLuca, on the 

amendment. 

 Mr. DeLUCA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of the Benninghoff amendment, 

427. I think this amendment makes the bill stronger and I want to 

commend him for coming up with this bill. There are too many 

people out there suffering who do not have access to some of this 

medication that probably could prolong their life or maybe have 

an easier life with this illness. So I would encourage everyone to 

support this amendment. 

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. Thank you, sir. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–190 
 

Barrar Flynn Lewis Ravenstahl 

Benninghoff Frankel Longietti Readshaw 
Bernstine Freeman Mackenzie Reese 

Bizzarro Fritz Madden Rigby 

Boback Gabler Malagari Roae 
Borowicz Galloway Maloney Roebuck 

Boyle Gaydos Markosek Rothman 

Bradford Gillen Marshall Ryan 
Briggs Gillespie Masser Sainato 

Brooks Gleim Matzie Samuelson 

Brown Goodman McCarter Sanchez 
Burgos Gregory McClinton Sankey 

Burns Greiner McNeill Saylor 

Caltagirone Grove Mehaffie Schemel 
Carroll Hahn Mentzer Schmitt 

Causer Hanbidge Merski Schroeder 

Cephas Harkins Metcalfe Schweyer 
Ciresi Harrell Metzgar Shusterman 

Comitta Harris Mihalek Simmons 

Conklin Heffley Millard Sims 
Cook Helm Miller, B. Snyder 

Cox Hennessey Miller, D. Solomon 

Cruz Hershey Mizgorski Sonney 
Culver Hickernell Moul Staats 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullery Stephens 

Daley Howard Mullins Struzzi 
Davis, A. Innamorato Murt Sturla 

Davis, T. Irvin Mustello Thomas 

Dawkins Isaacson Neilson Tobash 

Deasy James Nelson Toepel 

Delloso Jones Nesbit Toohil 

Delozier Jozwiak O'Mara Topper 
DeLuca Kail O'Neal Ullman 

Dermody Kauffman Oberlander Vitali 

Diamond Keefer Ortitay Walsh 
DiGirolamo Keller, M.K. Otten Warner 

Donatucci Kenyatta Owlett Warren 

Dowling Kim Pashinski Wentling 
Driscoll Kinsey Peifer Wheatley 

Dunbar Kirkland Petrarca Wheeland 

Dush Klunk Pickett White 
Ecker Knowles Polinchock Williams 

Emrick Kortz Puskaric Youngblood 

Everett Kosierowski Pyle Zabel 
Farry Krueger Quinn Zimmerman 

Fee Kulik Rabb   
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Fiedler Lawrence Rader Turzai, 
Fitzgerald Lee Rapp   Speaker 

 

 NAYS–2 
 

DeLissio Webster 

 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 
Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question was 

determined in the affirmative and the amendment was agreed to. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration as 

amended? 

 Bill as amended was agreed to. 

 

 The SPEAKER. The bill as amended will be reprinted. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of SB 127,  

PN 961, entitled:   
 
An Act amending Title 35 (Health and Safety) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in 911 emergency communication services, 
further providing for definitions, for telecommunications management, 
for counties, for fund, for telephone records, for inventory and for 
termination of chapter. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration?  

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of SB 298,  

PN 260, entitled: 
 
An Act amending Titles 18 (Crimes and Offenses) and 51 (Military 

Affairs) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, in proprietary and 
official rights, further providing for the offense of wearing of uniforms 
and insignia and misrepresentation of military service or honors; and, in 
State Veterans' Commission and Deputy Adjutant General for Veterans' 
Affairs, further providing for Veterans' Trust Fund. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration?  

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of SB 128,  

PN 91, entitled:  
 
An Act amending Titles 51 (Military Affairs) and 74 

(Transportation) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, in 
Department of Military Affairs, providing for Civil Air Patrol; and, in 
authority of Department of Transportation, further providing for 
authority of department. 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration?  

 

 Mr. BARRAR offered the following amendment  

No. A01836: 

 
Amend Bill, page 1, line 16, by inserting after "Receive" 

, grant 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The SPEAKER. On the amendment, Representative Barrar. 

 Mr. BARRAR. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 This is an agreed-to amendment, and I would ask the members 

for an affirmative vote. My amendment adds language directing 

the Pennsylvania Department of Military and Veterans Affairs to 

grant to the Civil Air Patrol any funding that the General 

Assembly appropriates to it each year. 

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–192 
 
Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 

Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 
Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 

Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 

Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 

Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 
Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 

Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 
Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 

Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 
Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 

Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 
Comitta Harris Millard Sims 

Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 
Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 

Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 
Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 

Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 
Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 

Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 
DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 

Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 
DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 

Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 
DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 

Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 
Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 

Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 
Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 
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Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 
Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 

Farry Kulik Rader   
Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 

Fitzgerald Lewis 
 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 
Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question was 

determined in the affirmative and the amendment was agreed to. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration as 

amended?  

 Bill as amended was agreed to.  

 

 The SPEAKER. The bill as amended will be reprinted. 

VOTE CORRECTION 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Roebuck, you are recognized 

on unanimous consent. 

 Mr. ROEBUCK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 I want to correct the record on the vote on amendment 2196 

to SB 89. My vote was not recorded. That is in fact my 

amendment, and I am a "yes" vote on that. 

 The SPEAKER. Yes, thank you. 

RESOLUTION 

 Mr. KELLER called up HR 248, PN 1853, entitled: 
 
A Concurrent Resolution urging the Congress of the United States 

to ratify the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement on Trade. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House adopt the resolution? 

MOTION TO POSTPONE 

 Mr. DERMODY. Mr. Speaker? 

 The SPEAKER. Yes. The leader. 

 Mr. DERMODY. I would like to make a motion. 

 The SPEAKER. Yes, you may make a motion. 

 Mr. DERMODY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, I would like to make a motion to postpone the 

vote on this HR 248. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 

 

 

 The SPEAKER. Okay. Representative Keller, on the motion. 

 Mr. DERMODY. On the motion, Mr. Speaker? 

 The SPEAKER. Yes. 

 Mr. DERMODY. On the motion? 

 The SPEAKER. Yes. 

 Mr. DERMODY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 I want to speak on the motion. 

 The SPEAKER. Yes. 

 Mr. DERMODY. All right.  

 Mr. Speaker, my colleagues across the aisle say we should not 

raise Pennsylvania's minimum wage, but I suspect if my motion 

to postpone fails, we will see overwhelming Republican support 

to urge Congress to ratify President Trump's NAFTA (North 

American Free Trade Agreement Treaty) lite, and with that 

support of an international trade agreement, these same House 

Republicans will be acting to raise the wages of workers abroad. 

House Republicans say that raising Pennsylvania's minimum 

wage for the first time in 12 years will cost the Commonwealth 

jobs. 

 The SPEAKER. Sir, on—  No—   

 Mr. DERMODY. On the motion. 

 The SPEAKER. Leader, please suspend. 

 Mr. DERMODY. And yet they will be putting up votes to 

support sending manufacturing jobs abroad—   

 The SPEAKER. Sir, if you want to speak on the resolution—   

 Mr. DERMODY. I am speaking on the resolution. 

 The SPEAKER. No, you are speaking on a motion to 

postpone. This is not the resolution. If you want—   

 Mr. CUTLER. Point of order, Mr. Speaker? 

 The SPEAKER. Yes, Leader. 

 Mr. CUTLER. Mr. Speaker, I believe that the motion and the 

discussion thereafter should be limited to the reasons to postpone, 

not necessarily other policy issues that are being discussed. 

 The SPEAKER. Correct. 

 Mr. CUTLER. Is that correct? 

 The SPEAKER. That is correct. 

 Mr. CUTLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. The leader—   

 Mr. DERMODY. I will get to the reasons why we should 

postpone. 

 The SPEAKER. Yes, you can talk on the motion to postpone. 

If you want to discuss the resolution, then withdraw the motion 

to postpone and you can discuss the resolution. 

 Mr. DERMODY. The reason we need to postpone this is 

because the agreement, this new NAFTA lite, raises the wages, 

the minimum wage for Canadian and Mexican autoworkers to 

$16 an hour. 

 The SPEAKER. But that is on the resolution. Please suspend.  

 If you want to discuss the resolution, then we will vote on the 

resolution, and anybody can speak on the resolution and they can 

say what their merits are. This is a motion to postpone. You do 

not want to take a vote on it, so that is the argument. The prime 

sponsor or the leader can respond to why you do not want to vote 

on it today as opposed to arguing it, but right now you are making 

the case for not postponing it because you are discussing it on the 

merits. 

 Now, if you want to talk about a motion to postpone, say,  

"I don't want to vote it today," and we will turn it over to 

Representative Keller and he will say, "I want to vote it today," 
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and we will take a vote. So on the motion to postpone, you can 

speak to that – period. If you want to discuss the merits, you are 

going to have to allow a vote. 

 Mr. DERMODY. I want to make a motion to postpone until 

we have a chance to vote on the Rabb-Kim minimum-wage bill. 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Keller, on the motion to 

postpone. 

 Mr. KELLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, we went through the committee process. It is 

time to vote on the bill. 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Bradford, on the motion to 

postpone. 

 Mr. BRADFORD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 I, too, believe it is appropriate that we postpone this resolution 

at this time. The simple reality is, if we are going to talk about 

living wages abroad, we should begin by starting here in 

Pennsylvania and begin a dialogue about raising the minimum 

wage. 

 The SPEAKER. All those in favor of the motion to postpone 

will vote "aye"; those opposed to the motion to postpone will vote 

"nay." 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–86 
 
Bizzarro Donatucci Kosierowski Rabb 

Boyle Driscoll Krueger Ravenstahl 

Bradford Fiedler Kulik Readshaw 
Briggs Fitzgerald Lee Roebuck 

Burgos Flynn Longietti Sainato 

Burns Frankel Madden Samuelson 
Caltagirone Freeman Malagari Sanchez 

Carroll Galloway Markosek Schweyer 

Cephas Goodman Matzie Shusterman 
Ciresi Hanbidge McCarter Sims 

Comitta Harkins McClinton Snyder 

Conklin Harrell McNeill Solomon 
Cruz Harris Merski Sturla 

Daley Hohenstein Miller, D. Ullman 

Davis, A. Howard Mullery Vitali 
Davis, T. Innamorato Mullins Warren 

Dawkins Isaacson Neilson Webster 

Deasy Kenyatta O'Mara Wheatley 
DeLissio Kim Otten Williams 

Delloso Kinsey Pashinski Youngblood 

DeLuca Kirkland Petrarca Zabel 
Dermody Kortz 

 

 NAYS–106 
 

Barrar Gillespie Mehaffie Roae 

Benninghoff Gleim Mentzer Rothman 
Bernstine Gregory Metcalfe Ryan 

Boback Greiner Metzgar Sankey 

Borowicz Grove Mihalek Saylor 
Brooks Hahn Millard Schemel 

Brown Heffley Miller, B. Schmitt 

Causer Helm Mizgorski Schroeder 
Cook Hennessey Moul Simmons 

Cox Hershey Murt Sonney 

Culver Hickernell Mustello Staats 
Cutler Irvin Nelson Stephens 

Delozier James Nesbit Struzzi 

Diamond Jones O'Neal Thomas 
DiGirolamo Jozwiak Oberlander Tobash 

Dowling Kail Ortitay Toepel 

Dunbar Kauffman Owlett Toohil 
Dush Keefer Peifer Topper 

Ecker Keller, M.K. Pickett Walsh 

Emrick Klunk Polinchock Warner 
Everett Knowles Puskaric Wentling 

Farry Lawrence Pyle Wheeland 

Fee Lewis Quinn White 
Fritz Mackenzie Rader Zimmerman 

Gabler Maloney Rapp   

Gaydos Marshall Reese Turzai, 
Gillen Masser Rigby   Speaker 

 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 
Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 Less than the majority having voted in the affirmative, the 

question was determined in the negative and the motion was not 

agreed to. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House adopt the resolution? 

 

 The SPEAKER. On the resolution, sir. 

 Mr. DERMODY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, with a vote on this resolution, you will vote in 

support of an international trade agreement that will raise the 

wages of workers abroad, and House Republicans here are saying 

that Pennsylvania's minimum wage for the first time, that we 

have not raised it in 12 years, but it will cost the Commonwealth 

jobs, and yet you are about to put up votes for a resolution that is 

sending manufacturing jobs abroad under a plan that guarantees 

some autoworkers in Canada and Mexico $16 an hour. 

 Mr. Speaker, the Democratic minimum-wage plan proposed 

by Representatives Kim and Rabb, supported by Governor Wolf, 

is being stopped as I speak by the House Republicans in this 

room. Republicans say it is too much, and yet it is not nearly as 

much as what the Republicans behind this resolution want to do 

for foreign workers abroad. Maybe the House Republicans refuse 

to support our plan to raise the wages of workers in Pennsylvania 

because we are not seeking $16 an hour. Our plan only seeks to 

raise the minimum wage for Pennsylvania workers to $12 an 

hour; that is $4 an hour less than NAFTA lite; at $12 an hour, 

Pennsylvania families have a chance anyway, a path to finally be 

able to support themselves. 

 I find it hard to reconcile the Republican refusal to stand up 

for Pennsylvania workers with their apparent support for this 

resolution that would guarantee $16 an hour to foreign workers. 

 Mr. Speaker, I think it is much more likely that my Republican 

colleagues just have not thought this through. So I think it is best 

for all members of this House that we vote "no" on this resolution 

until we can consider a minimum wage of only $12 an hour for 

Pennsylvania workers. 

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Mark Keller, on the 

resolution. 

 Mr. KELLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 First of all, this resolution is not – it is sending our products 

that are done here in the United States and in Pennsylvania, being 

able to send them to Canada and Mexico. It has nothing to do 
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with what somebody is paid. It is good sustainable jobs and they 

are being able to be done and sent and have actual products going 

to these communities.  

 Also, I would like to say that groups like the PA Chamber, the 

PA Food Merchants Association, the PA Manufacturers, the PA 

Farm Bureau, PennAg Industries, and Center for Dairy 

Excellence are all in favor of this resolution. 

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader. 

 Mr. CUTLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Mr. Speaker, there would be some in this room that would 

make you believe this is an argument regarding what other 

workers make. I think it is worth highlighting what our current 

workers make. Mr. Speaker, I do agree with the gentleman in 

regards to the discussions regarding minimum wage as they have 

been ongoing. I publicly said many times – I tend not to discuss 

private conversations in a public setting or negotiate through the 

media – but the truth is, there are some facts around this debate 

that I think are warranted to look at.  

 It was not a singular caucus that raised concerns about the 

costs related to minimum wage. It was the Independent Fiscal 

Office that said that we risk losing 30,000-plus jobs here in the 

Commonwealth with the prior minimum-wage proposal; the one 

that is currently being put forth across the aisle actually has a 

higher rate, which could potentially lose more jobs. But the truth 

of the matter is, what has occurred federally with the tax cuts and 

the regulatory reform has boosted our economy so that many 

workers are already earning far more than minimum wage. 

 Mr. Speaker, the Bank of America had announced that they 

are going to work towards a $20 wage for all their employees. 

Different companies in the wake of that package passing said that 

they would have minimums of $15 an hour. My own local bank 

said they were raising it to $12, and recently our local hospital 

just e-mailed that they are moving all their employee's wages to 

$13 an hour, with a goal of getting to $15 in the near future. That 

is also happening in other cities all across the Commonwealth. 

Why? The reason is and continues to be, as we pointed out 

yesterday, that there continues to be more job openings than there 

are people. We are going to get more of whatever we focus our 

policies on. If we focus the policies and the discussions solely on 

minimum wage being an artificial floor, then that is what you will 

get more of. 

 Mr. Speaker, we have jobs, jobs that are supported by this 

trade agreement, that pay substantially more than minimum 

wage. That should be what we should be getting workers into; 

that is where we should be directing our budgetary money, our 

training programs, and encouraging people to get to those 

opportunities. 

 Mr. Speaker, many folks have the opportunity to earn far 

more. Do not be fooled. This is not a debate about minimum 

wage; this is about higher paying jobs here in the Commonwealth 

that are supported by a trade agreement. I urge support of the 

resolution and quick passage in Congress. 

 The SPEAKER. The leader, for the second time. 

 Mr. DERMODY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 Nevertheless, Mr. Speaker, the minimum wage in 

Pennsylvania is $7.25 an hour. You are supporting a trade 

agreement that gets minimum wage to $16 an hour in foreign 

countries. You could do that for Pennsylvania workers. You 

could do the same thing for—   

 

 

 The SPEAKER. Please suspend. The resolution in front of us 

is urging Congress of the United States to ratify the United States-

Mexico-Canada Agreement, which changed the terms of the 

NAFTA agreement, which had been losing jobs. 

 Now, we can speak on this particular trade agreement. If there 

is going to be a debate on the minimum wage, I suspect that right 

now, since we do not have a bill in front of us on minimum wage, 

everybody go to PCN (Pennsylvania Cable Network). Please 

discuss the resolution in front of us as to whether or not the 

United States- Mexico-Canada Agreement is an improvement 

upon NAFTA. You may proceed. 

 Mr. DERMODY. This resolution urging us to support this 

NAFTA lite agreement, an agreement that contains language that 

increases the minimum wage for certain autoworker jobs in 

Canada and Mexico to $16 an hour. That is what the resolution 

supports. That is the language in the NAFTA lite agreement. 

 So it is certainly relevant that we are here today suggesting 

that if we are going to support a resolution that increases the 

minimum wage for workers in Canada and Mexico to $16 an 

hour, we can have a discussion about raising the minimum wage 

for Pennsylvania workers at $12 an hour. 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Bradford, for the first time,  

I believe. 

 Mr. BRADFORD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. I think he spoke on the motion, right? Okay. 

 Mr. BRADFORD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 I want to congratulate workers in Tijuana and Toronto who 

will be joining with workers in Lancaster who are going to be 

paid a living wage, because the USMCA, as you direct us is to be 

discussed today, will provide a $16 minimum wage for 

autoworkers to our neighbors to the north and to our south. One 

might argue that we could do something in the middle where we 

have slightly more jurisdiction here in the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania. 

 I believe the best way to make sure we protect jobs in our 

hemisphere is to make sure that we have good, strong labor 

agreements. Some of those labor agreements include a minimum 

wage. The USMCA does that: it sets it at $16 an hour. One might 

argue why we would allow ourselves to say, you know what? 

Tijuana and Toronto have $16 an hour, but we want to really fight 

for those $7.25-an-hour jobs here in Pennsylvania. That is really 

what we want to attract. One might think that absurd. So yeah, 

we can debate USMCA, and that is what we are doing here today, 

but I think we might be better off talking about giving 

Pennsylvanians a wage commensurate to what you propose we 

give those in Toronto and Tijuana. 

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Mark Keller, on the 

resolution for the second time.  

 Mr. KELLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 We have heard numbers, and as I have reviewed this 

resolution, I do not believe there is a number equated in it at all. 

If you want to use those numbers, that is fine, but this resolution 

does not state any numbers whatsoever in it. I just want to be clear 

to the members. Thank you.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Bradford, for the second time.  

 Mr. BRADFORD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 I would direct the gentleman to an article by Jen Kirby, on 

June 20, 2019, "USMCA, Trump's New NAFTA deal, explained 

in 500 words." I would state it says, under "Labor provisions," 
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that "…45 percent of automobile parts must" immediately "be 

made by workers who earn at least $16 an hour by 2023. Mexico 

passed new labor laws to give greater protections to workers. 

Democrats still want tougher enforcement, though…." That 

would be where it is in the USMCA that you are proposing to 

support. Let us do it here in Pennsylvania.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Greg Rothman.  

 Mr. ROTHMAN. Mr. Speaker, my understanding is that the 

minimum wage for an autoworker in the United States is closer 

to $28 or $29 an hour. The understanding of the way trade 

agreements work, the reason you would want to raise a minimum 

wage for foreign workers is so that we stop sending our jobs to 

foreign countries. Mr. Speaker, I am pretty sure that when my 

colleague uses the term "NAFTA lite," that he is not saying we 

want to keep NAFTA. Is there anyone left in America that thinks 

we should keep NAFTA? The jobs that we lost, American jobs 

that we lost because of NAFTA – thank goodness we are 

replacing NAFTA. And it is not NAFTA lite; we are getting rid 

of NAFTA. We want to, as the chairman said, send our products 

that are produced in Pennsylvania to Canada and to Mexico and 

around the world, products that are made right here in central 

Pennsylvania. We want to bring the jobs back to the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and the way you do that is by 

making sure that our competitors, these foreign countries, do not 

have wages for a dollar an hour like they are paying in foreign 

countries to make our sneakers that our children buy here.  

 This trade agreement is going to keep the jobs here, bring the 

jobs back here. They are coming back to Pennsylvania. We 

should support this resolution, and Congress and the Senate 

should ratify the trade agreement.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader.  

 Mr. CUTLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, very simply, support of this resolution and the 

trade agreement, as outlined by the prior speaker, supports 

Americans, supports Pennsylvanians, and supports our 

manufacturers and farmers that already are here and earning a 

wage significantly higher than the minimum wage. We should 

encourage everyone to have that opportunity. Please vote "yes."  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Krueger.  

 Ms. KRUEGER. Mr. Speaker, based on the logic we are 

hearing on the floor today, we are telling unscrupulous businesses 

to put their sweatshops right here in Pennsylvania because our 

labor is cheaper than Mexico. I oppose this resolution.  

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House adopt the resolution? 

 

 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–108 
 
Barrar Gillespie Mentzer Roae 

Benninghoff Gleim Metcalfe Rothman 

Bernstine Gregory Metzgar Ryan 
Boback Greiner Mihalek Sankey 

Borowicz Grove Millard Saylor 

Brooks Hahn Miller, B. Schemel 
Brown Heffley Mizgorski Schmitt 

Burns Helm Moul Schroeder 

Causer Hennessey Murt Simmons 
 

 

Cook Hershey Mustello Sonney 
Cox Hickernell Nelson Staats 

Culver Irvin Nesbit Stephens 

Cutler James O'Neal Struzzi 
Delozier Jones Oberlander Thomas 

Diamond Jozwiak Ortitay Tobash 

DiGirolamo Kail Owlett Toepel 
Dowling Kauffman Peifer Toohil 

Dunbar Keefer Petrarca Topper 

Dush Keller, M.K. Pickett Walsh 
Ecker Klunk Polinchock Warner 

Emrick Knowles Puskaric Wentling 

Everett Lawrence Pyle Wheeland 
Farry Lewis Quinn White 

Fee Mackenzie Rader Zimmerman 

Fritz Maloney Rapp   
Gabler Marshall Reese Turzai, 

Gaydos Masser Rigby   Speaker 

Gillen Mehaffie 
 

 NAYS–84 
 

Bizzarro Donatucci Kortz Rabb 

Boyle Driscoll Kosierowski Ravenstahl 

Bradford Fiedler Krueger Readshaw 
Briggs Fitzgerald Kulik Roebuck 

Burgos Flynn Lee Sainato 

Caltagirone Frankel Longietti Samuelson 
Carroll Freeman Madden Sanchez 

Cephas Galloway Malagari Schweyer 

Ciresi Goodman Markosek Shusterman 
Comitta Hanbidge Matzie Sims 

Conklin Harkins McCarter Snyder 

Cruz Harrell McClinton Solomon 
Daley Harris McNeill Sturla 

Davis, A. Hohenstein Merski Ullman 

Davis, T. Howard Miller, D. Vitali 
Dawkins Innamorato Mullery Warren 

Deasy Isaacson Mullins Webster 

DeLissio Kenyatta Neilson Wheatley 
Delloso Kim O'Mara Williams 

DeLuca Kinsey Otten Youngblood 

Dermody Kirkland Pashinski Zabel 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 
Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority of the members elected to the House having 

voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the 

affirmative and the resolution was adopted. 

 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 

concurrence. 

 

* * * 

 

 Mr. BENNINGHOFF called up HR 250, PN 1505, entitled: 
 
A Resolution urging the Congress of the United States to grant 

additional authority to the Federal Communications Commission to stop 
unwanted and illegal robocalls and "spoofing" and urging the Federal 
Communications Commission to educate the public on how to report 
illegal telephone calls. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House adopt the resolution? 
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 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–192 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 
Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 

Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 
Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 

Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 
Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 

Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 
Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 

Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 
Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 
Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 
Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 
Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 
Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 

Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 
Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 

Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 
Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 
Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question was 

determined in the affirmative and the resolution was adopted. 

 

 

 

GUEST INTRODUCED 

 The SPEAKER. Members, if you will please turn to my left, 

your right. Alli Delozier, please stand. Alli is the daughter of 

Representative Sheryl Delozier and is interning with her mom 

today. Alli, thanks for being here. 

SUPPLEMENTAL CALENDAR B 

 

BILLS ON THIRD CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 956,  

PN 2191, entitled: 
 
An Act amending the act of August 26, 1971 (P.L.351, No.91), 

known as the State Lottery Law, in State lottery, further providing for 
powers and duties of secretary. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 

 

 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 

different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 

 The question is, shall the bill pass finally?  

 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 

nays will now be taken. 

 

 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–188 
 
Barrar Flynn Mackenzie Reese 

Benninghoff Frankel Madden Rigby 

Bernstine Freeman Malagari Roae 
Bizzarro Fritz Maloney Roebuck 

Boback Gabler Markosek Rothman 

Borowicz Galloway Marshall Ryan 
Boyle Gillen Masser Sainato 

Bradford Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 

Briggs Gleim McCarter Sanchez 
Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 

Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 

Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 
Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 
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DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 
Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Otten Walsh 
Dermody Keefer Owlett Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Pashinski Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Peifer Webster 
Donatucci Kim Petrarca Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Pickett Wheatley 

Driscoll Kirkland Polinchock Wheeland 
Dunbar Klunk Puskaric White 

Dush Knowles Pyle Williams 

Ecker Kortz Quinn Youngblood 
Emrick Kosierowski Rabb Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rader Zimmerman 

Farry Kulik Rapp   
Fee Lee Ravenstahl Turzai, 

Fiedler Lewis Readshaw   Speaker 

Fitzgerald Longietti 
 

 NAYS–4 
 

Brooks Gaydos Lawrence Ortitay 

 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 
Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the 

affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and 

the bill passed finally. 

 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 

concurrence. 

STATEMENT BY MR. MURT 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Representative Tom 

Murt, on unanimous consent.  

 Mr. MURT. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I will be brief.  

 Mr. Speaker, I want to thank my colleagues for their 

affirmative vote on HB 956. Mr. Speaker, with the senior tsunami 

quickly approaching, we are expecting a surge in the next  

10 years of seniors desperately needing assistance and help. 

Many of these seniors are veterans, I might add. With that 

demand, we need to do everything we can to ensure that our 

Lottery Fund remains solvent.  

 Mr. Speaker, we are so fortunate to have the Lottery Fund 

dedicated to our senior programs, which generates over $1 billion 

a year for our older adults, funding that goes to our area agencies 

on aging, PACE (Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the 

Elderly) and PACENET (Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for 

the Elderly Needs Enhancement Tier) prescription drug program, 

shared-ride transportation, the very important property tax/rent 

rebate program, and other Medicaid long-term-care services and 

supports.  

 Finally, Mr. Speaker, HB 956 grants the Pennsylvania Lottery 

the authority to operate at an adjusted rate of return for the next 

5 years. The bill allows flexibility to the lottery to adjust their 

marketing plan for the future game matrices and it allows them 

 

 

 

to answer consumer demand to maximize profits, therefore 

maximizing their ability to increase funding for our seniors as 

well.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. Thank you. 

BILLS ON THIRD CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of SB 144,  

PN 927, entitled: 
 
An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P.L.30, No.14), known 

as the Public School Code of 1949, providing for the Keystone 
Telepresence Education Grant Program. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 

 

 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 

different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 

 The question is, shall the bill pass finally?  

 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 

nays will now be taken. 

 

 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–192 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 
Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 

Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 
Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 

Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 
Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 

Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 
Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 

Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 
Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 
Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 

Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 
Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 

Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 
Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 

Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 
DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 

Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 
DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 

Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 
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Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 
DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 

Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 
Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 

Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 
Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 

Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 
Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the 

affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and 

the bill passed finally. 

 Ordered, That the clerk return the same to the Senate with the 

information that the House has passed the same with amendment 

in which the concurrence of the Senate is requested. 

 

* * *  

 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1557,  

PN 2193, entitled: 
 
An Act amending the act of September 24, 1968 (P.L.1040, 

No.318), known as the Coal Refuse Disposal Control Act, further 
providing for designating areas unsuitable for coal refuse disposal. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 

 

 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 

different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 

 The question is, shall the bill pass finally?  

 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 

nays will now be taken. 

 

 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–192 
 
Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 

Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 
Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 

Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 
Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 

Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 
Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 

 

 

Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 
Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 

Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 
Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 
Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 

Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 
DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 

Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 
DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 

Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 
Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 

Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 
Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 

Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 
Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 
Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the 

affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and 

the bill passed finally. 

 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 

concurrence. 

 

* * *  

 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1185,  

PN 1371, entitled: 
 
An Act amending Title 30 (Fish) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated 

Statutes, in property and waters, further providing for the offense of 
damage to property; in protection of property and waters, further 
providing for the offense of littering; in preliminary provisions relating 
to boats and boating, further providing for boating education; and, in 
operation of boats, further providing for the offense of operating 
watercraft under influence of alcohol or controlled substance and 
providing for the offense of aggravated assault by watercraft. 
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 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 

 

 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 

different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 

 The question is, shall the bill pass finally?  

 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 

nays will now be taken. 

 

 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–192 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 
Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 

Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 
Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 

Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 
Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 

Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 
Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 

Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 
Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 
Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 
DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 

Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 
DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 

Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 
DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 

Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 
Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 

Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 
Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 

Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 
 

 

 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 
Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the 

affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and 

the bill passed finally. 

 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 

concurrence. 

 

* * *  

 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 305,  

PN 1737, entitled: 
 
An Act providing for an inventory of State-owned assets and 

county-owned assets for the development of mobile broadband services 
in unserved areas and underserved areas of this Commonwealth. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 

 The SPEAKER. On the bill, Representative Pam Snyder.  

 Representative Barry Jozwiak first, and then to Pam Snyder.  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 I would like to make a motion that we suspend the rules on the 

third vote so we can put in an amendment that is really needed 

before we send it to the Senate.  

 The SPEAKER. We are not in possession of an amendment; 

even a late-filed amendment we typically have.  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. The amendment was filed yesterday. 

 

BILL PASSED OVER TEMPORARILY 

 

 The SPEAKER. We are going to go over the bill until we find 

the amendment.  

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 985,  

PN 2192, entitled: 
 
An Act providing for auditor qualifications for the Department of 

the Auditor General, for new department employees, for current 
department employees, for employee certification, for forensic audits, 
for fraud audits and for committee standards. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 

 

 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 

different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 

 The question is, shall the bill pass finally?  

 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 

nays will now be taken. 
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 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–192 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 
Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 

Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 
Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 

Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 
Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 

Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 
Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 

Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 
Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 
Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 
Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 
Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 
Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 

Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 
Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 

Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 
Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 
Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the 

affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and 

the bill passed finally. 

 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 

concurrence. 

 

 

 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Frank Ryan, do you wish to 

be recognized on unanimous consent on the bill? Okay. Nope.  

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1479,  

PN 1886, entitled: 
 
An Act designating a bridge, identified as Bridge Key 35729, on 

that portion of State Route 3041 in Texas Township, Wayne County, as 
the PFC Raymond P. Schwesinger Memorial Bridge. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 

 

 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 

different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 

 The question is, shall the bill pass finally?  

 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 

nays will now be taken. 

 

 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–192 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 

Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 
Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 

Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 

Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 
Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 

Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 
Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 

Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 
Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 

Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 
Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 
Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 
Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 
Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 
Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 
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Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 
Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 

Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 
Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 

Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 
Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the 

affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and 

the bill passed finally. 

 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 

concurrence. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1510,  

PN 1895, entitled: 
 
An Act designating a portion of Pennsylvania Route 183 from 

Segment 0040/Offset 2555 to Segment 110/Offset 1180 in Berks County 
as the Trooper Wayne C. Ebert Memorial Highway. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 

 

 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 

different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 

 The question is, shall the bill pass finally?  

 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 

nays will now be taken. 

 

 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–192 
 
Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 

Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 
Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 

Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 

Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 
Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 

Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 
Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 

Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 
Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 

Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 
Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 
Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 
Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 
Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 

Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 
Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 

Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 
Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 

Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 
Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the 

affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and 

the bill passed finally. 

 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 

concurrence. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1547,  

PN 1963, entitled: 
 
An Act designating the highway interchange of U.S. Route 422 with 

Pennsylvania Route 66, Manor Township, Armstrong County, as the 
Senator Donald C. White Interchange. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 

 

 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 

different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 

 The question is, shall the bill pass finally?  
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 Representative Mark Gillen is recognized on the bill.  

 Mr. GILLEN. I wanted to commend the gentleman, first of all, 

in his attempt to honor the good Senator. I simply would 

encourage the Assembly to exercise restraint and caution in 

naming highways, interchanges, and bridges after members of the 

General Assembly.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Jeff Pyle, on the bill.  

 Mr. PYLE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The gentleman identifies a policy held by a past 

Transportation chairman, not an act ever moved by the 

legislature. I would encourage a positive vote.  

 Thank you.  

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Shall the bill pass finally? 

 The SPEAKER. Agreeable to the provisions of the 

Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken. 

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–180 
 
Barrar Fee Lawrence Reese 

Benninghoff Fiedler Lewis Rigby 

Bernstine Fitzgerald Longietti Roae 
Bizzarro Flynn Mackenzie Roebuck 

Boback Frankel Madden Rothman 

Borowicz Freeman Malagari Ryan 
Boyle Fritz Maloney Sainato 

Bradford Gabler Markosek Samuelson 

Briggs Galloway Marshall Sanchez 
Brooks Gaydos Masser Sankey 

Brown Gillespie McCarter Saylor 

Burgos Gleim McClinton Schemel 

Burns Goodman McNeill Schmitt 

Caltagirone Gregory Mehaffie Schroeder 

Carroll Greiner Mentzer Schweyer 
Causer Grove Merski Shusterman 

Cephas Hanbidge Metcalfe Simmons 

Ciresi Harkins Metzgar Sims 
Comitta Harrell Mihalek Snyder 

Conklin Harris Millard Solomon 

Cook Heffley Miller, B. Sonney 
Cox Helm Mizgorski Staats 

Cruz Hennessey Moul Stephens 

Culver Hershey Mullins Struzzi 
Cutler Hickernell Murt Sturla 

Daley Hohenstein Mustello Thomas 

Davis, A. Howard Nelson Tobash 
Davis, T. Irvin Nesbit Toepel 

Dawkins Isaacson O'Mara Toohil 

Deasy James O'Neal Topper 
DeLissio Jones Oberlander Vitali 

Delloso Jozwiak Ortitay Walsh 

Delozier Kail Owlett Warner 
DeLuca Kauffman Pashinski Warren 

Dermody Keefer Peifer Webster 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Petrarca Wentling 
DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pickett Wheatley 

Donatucci Kim Polinchock Wheeland 

Dowling Kinsey Puskaric White 
Driscoll Kirkland Pyle Youngblood 

Dunbar Klunk Quinn Zabel 

Dush Knowles Rader Zimmerman 
Ecker Kortz Rapp   

Emrick Kosierowski Ravenstahl Turzai, 

Everett Krueger Readshaw   Speaker 
Farry Kulik 

 
 

 NAYS–12 
 

Gillen Lee Mullery Rabb 

Hahn Matzie Neilson Ullman 
Innamorato Miller, D. Otten Williams 

 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 
Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the 

affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and 

the bill passed finally. 

 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 

concurrence. 

 

* * *  

 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1609,  

PN 2083, entitled: 
 
An Act amending Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in registration of vehicles, further providing for 
contributions to Veterans' Trust Fund. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to. 

 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 

 

 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 

different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 

 The question is, shall the bill pass finally?  

 

  Representative O'Mara, on the bill.  

 Ms. O'MARA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 And I want to thank Chairman Hennessey and the 

Transportation Committee for moving this bill so quickly.  

I introduced it on June 11, and I am really excited to see it moving 

today.  

 HB 1609 will raise the voluntary donation amount for the 

Veterans' Trust Fund from $3 to $5 for those applying for or 

renewing a driver's license, ID card, or vehicle registration and 

the amount online from $6 to $10.  

 On May 2 the Veterans Affairs and Emergency Preparedness 

Committee had a chance to hear from General Weller about 

funding at the DMVA (Department of Military and Veterans 

Affairs), and while the DMVA is doing a wonderful job, General 

Weller noted that there are some things that the DMVA does not 

have the resources to cover. These include things like veterans' 

homelessness, mental health issues, employment issues, aging 

issues, judicial issues, education, transportation, and training. 

These are some things that the Veterans' Trust Fund can address 

if the funds are there.  

 Over 95 percent of funding in the Veterans' Trust Fund comes 

from these $3 checkoff amounts; therefore, if we raise the 

amount, we will nearly double revenue in this fund. As an 
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example, in 2017-2018 fiscal year, the Veterans' Trust Fund 

revenue was about $1.7 million. If people were donating $5, that 

revenue would have been $2.9 million. That is a significant 

amount of money that our veterans can receive. And I know there 

was some concern in committee that by raising an amount from 

$3 to $5, we could potentially deter people from making a 

donation. We were able to see that it would actually take  

40 percent of people to stop donating before the fund would lose 

money. So we are going to see huge increases every year, and 

over the last 5 years, this fund has received over $1.5 million 

from generous people in Pennsylvania. So I have every reason to 

believe that people will continue to do so; $2 will not scare them 

away, and we are going to provide our veterans with a 

tremendous resource.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and thank you, Chairman 

Hennessey.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Jeff Pyle, on the bill.  

 Mr. PYLE. Mr. Speaker, I rise to support the lady's motion to 

move HB 1609. The bill she identifies, establishing the Veterans' 

Trust Fund, has been one of the more successful ones that this 

House has passed over the last 4 or 5 years. We worked 

extensively with the Senate, Senator Lisa Baker, to establish the 

trust fund and the "Honoring Our Veterans" plates – which if 

anybody watching is interested, any veteran that can produce a 

DD214 is entitled to this at no cost at the regular end of the 

expiration of their current license plate.  

 I would most wholeheartedly encourage a positive vote, and  

I thank you.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Chris Sainato, on the bill.  

 Mr. SAINATO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 I, too, want to urge my colleagues to support this piece of 

legislation. I think this goes a long way, and anything we can do 

to help our veterans I think is a positive thing, and it generates 

extra dollars for these programs. It is a voluntary checkoff. 

People make their decision whether they want to do it or not.  

I think it is a good piece of legislation.  

 I commend the prime sponsor for doing this, and I urge my 

colleagues to vote "yes."  

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Shall the bill pass finally? 

 The SPEAKER. Agreeable to the provisions of the 

Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken. 

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–192 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 

Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 
Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 

Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 

Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 
Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 

Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 
Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 

Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 

Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 
Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 

Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 

Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 
Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 

 

Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 
Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 

Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 
Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 

Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 
Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 

Daley Howard Murt Sturla 
Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 

Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 
Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 

Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 
Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 

Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 
Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 

Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 

Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 
Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 

Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 
Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 

Farry Kulik Rader   
Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 

Fitzgerald Lewis 
 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 
Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the 

affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and 

the bill passed finally. 

 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 

concurrence. 

GUESTS INTRODUCED 

 The SPEAKER. In the rear of the House, we are pleased to 

welcome some guests from the Christian Street YMCA, which 

serves south Philadelphia, center city, and other surrounding 

neighborhoods. With the group is executive director, Warren 

Brown, who began volunteering at the YMCA during his senior 

year in high school. So welcome, Warren, and welcome to all the 

guests here from the Christian Street YMCA who are with 

Representative Jordan Harris.  

CONSIDERATION OF HB 305 CONTINUED 

 The SPEAKER. Members, we are going to return to HB 305, 

PN 1737. Please read a summary of the bill. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
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 The SPEAKER. This is a bill on third consideration. So there 

is an amendment that we have in front of us. It is amendment 

02180, filed by Representative Jozwiak. To be able to vote on an 

amendment on third consideration, we have to have a motion to 

suspend. It should be on your screens. It should be on your 

screens.  

RULES SUSPENDED 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Jozwiak, on the motion.  

 Please state your motion and then your reasons for it.  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 I make a motion that we suspend the rules so we can address 

amendment A02180, which is needed to fix this bill before we 

send it to the Senate.  

 The SPEAKER. My understanding is, given you have this 

amendment filed, that with the suspension, we can still vote the 

bill immediately. Just understand that should we have a motion 

to suspend and should it be passed, we can still vote the bill.  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. Yes, I needed to present my motion, 

Mr. Speaker. 

 The SPEAKER. Okay.  

 

 On the question,  

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Snyder, on the motion.  

 Mrs. SNYDER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 This is an agreed-to amendment, and I would ask my 

colleagues to consider voting "yes" on the motion to suspend the 

rules.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Dermody, the leader, on 

suspension, sir. 

 Mr. DERMODY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 I would also urge the members to support the motion to 

suspend the rules.  

 The SPEAKER. Thank you. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the motion?  

 

 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–191 
 

Barrar Flynn Lewis Readshaw 

Benninghoff Frankel Longietti Reese 
Bernstine Freeman Mackenzie Rigby 

Bizzarro Fritz Madden Roae 

Boback Gabler Malagari Roebuck 
Borowicz Galloway Maloney Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Markosek Ryan 

Bradford Gillen Marshall Sainato 
Briggs Gillespie Masser Samuelson 

Brooks Gleim Matzie Sanchez 
Brown Goodman McCarter Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McClinton Saylor 

Burns Greiner McNeill Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mehaffie Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Mentzer Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Merski Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metcalfe Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Metzgar Simmons 

Comitta Harris Mihalek Sims 
Conklin Heffley Millard Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, B. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Miller, D. Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Mizgorski Staats 

Culver Hickernell Moul Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 
Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 
Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 
Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 
Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 

Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 
Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 

Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 

Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald 

 

 NAYS–1 
 
Mullery 

 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 
Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 A majority of the members required by the rules having voted 

in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative 

and the motion was agreed to. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

 

 Mr. JOZWIAK offered the following amendment  

No. A02180: 

 
Amend Bill, page 1, line 4, by inserting after "Commonwealth" 

 and for the Statewide Mobile Radio and Microwave System 

Amend Bill, page 7, line 1, by striking out "30" and inserting 

 90 

Amend Bill, page 7, by inserting between lines 2 and 3 

Section 7.  Statewide Mobile Radio and Microwave System. 

(a)  Jurisdiction.–The Pennsylvania State Police shall have 

jurisdiction over the Statewide Mobile Radio and Microwave System 

described in the act of December 5, 1996 (P.L.921, No.148), known as 

the Capital Budget Project Itemization Act for 1996-1997. 

(b)  Allocation of proceeds.–Proceeds from the lease or licensing 

of a tower or other asset of the Statewide Mobile Radio and Microwave 

System shall be used for the purpose of maintaining and improving the 

system. 

Amend Bill, page 7, line 3, by striking out "7" and inserting 

 8 

Amend Bill, page 7, line 4, by striking out "This" and inserting 

 Except as otherwise provided in section 7, this 

Amend Bill, page 7, line 6, by striking out "8" and inserting 
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 9 

Amend Bill, page 7, line 7, by striking out "immediately" and 

inserting 

 in 180 days 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment?  

 

 The SPEAKER. On the amendment, Representative Jozwiak.  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 What this amendment does, it would exempt the Statewide 

Radio Network from the bill, and basically, what the bill says, it 

puts the Commissioner of the State Police in charge of the radio 

network. It also says that if any State Police towers are leased, 

that the State Police would receive the money for that for the 

purpose of maintaining the radio system and making 

improvements. Any leases that would be done – and by the way, 

they do have some leases right now – any leases that would be 

done, they would be given up to 90 days to create the lease, and 

the bill is in effect in 180 days. Thank you.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Pam Snyder, on the 

amendment.  

 Mrs. SNYDER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 This is an agreed-to amendment, and I would ask everyone to 

please vote "yes."  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Barrar, on the amendment.  

 Mr. BARRAR. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 May I ask the maker of the amendment to stand for 

interrogation, please?  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Jozwiak has said he will 

stand.  

 Mr. BARRAR. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, do these current radio towers that were part of 

this discussion, do they have any current commercial use at this 

time? 

 Mr. JOZWIAK. Yes, they do.  

 Mr. BARRAR. When these contracts are negotiated for the 

use of these towers, who does the negotiations, and does your 

amendment change who is capable of negotiating a fee for the use 

of these towers? The use of the towers for broadband or radio use 

or cell phone use can be extremely profitable.  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. I do not know who does the negotiations for 

that, but the amendment does put the State Police in charge of it. 

They do have, some towers have extra space which is being 

leased out currently.  

 Mr. BARRAR. And right now any revenue being produced, 

do you know where that would go at this time?  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. I do not.  

 Mr. BARRAR. So the State Police then would get any revenue 

produced from these towers.  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. They would get it for the purpose of 

maintaining the radio system and improvements to the radio 

system.  

 Mr. BARRAR. It is probably going to be a large amount of 

money. I know what these towers are worth. I know in my own 

community what the telecom companies will pay to have an 

antenna on there. Is there any idea of an estimate of what could 

be generated in revenue from these current radio towers that we 

have?  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. As I said, not every tower has extra space on 

it, and I do not know what the leases—   

 

 Mr. BARRAR. And we do not know where the revenue goes 

at this time that it is producing.  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. I do not. I would like it to go to maintain the 

system and to make improvements in the system.  

 Mr. BARRAR. Okay.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. Anything else on the amendment, 

Representative Jozwiak?  

 Mr. JOZWIAK. No. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–192 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 

Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 
Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 

Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 

Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 
Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 

Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 
Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 

Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 
Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 

Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 
Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 

Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 
Comitta Harris Millard Sims 

Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 
Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 

Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 
Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 

Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 
Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 

Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 
DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 

Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 
DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 

Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 
DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 

Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 

Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 

Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 
Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 

Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
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 EXCUSED–10 
 

Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 
Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question was 

determined in the affirmative and the amendment was agreed to. 

 

 The SPEAKER. Now that the amendment has passed, we are 

going to go right to the bill. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration as 

amended? 

 Bill as amended was agreed to. 

 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 

 

 The SPEAKER. Now, remember the bill has been amended 

with Representative Jozwiak's amendment.  

 

 This bill has been considered on three different days and 

agreed to and is now on final passage. 

 The question is, shall the bill pass finally?  

 

 On the bill, Representative Pam Snyder.  

 Mrs. SNYDER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 It is no secret that I have been working on this issue to expand 

rural broadband to all Pennsylvanians for 3 years. I did it in 

coordination with my former colleague, the good Representative 

from York County, the now sitting Senator from York County. 

This bill will allow the Department of General Services to 

identify all of the State assets in the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania so that we will be able to utilize those assets to push 

broadband out in rural areas and rural districts like mine and help 

our folks be connected.  

 Mr. Speaker, this is a very important issue. It is not just about 

getting on your device and pulling up your Facebook page or 

wanting to send out a tweet. This is about our farmers being able 

to be competitive in the agricultural community. This is about our 

students being able to do their homework assignments; many in 

my district cannot. This is about our adults being able to take 

online courses to advance their higher education needs. This is 

about rural Pennsylvanians who are critically ill having access to 

telemedicine, which they do not at this moment.  

 This is a step forward in this process, and I would ask all of 

my colleagues to please vote "yes" on HB 305.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Shall the bill pass finally? 

 The SPEAKER. Agreeable to the provisions of the 

Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–192 
 

Barrar Flynn Longietti Readshaw 
Benninghoff Frankel Mackenzie Reese 

Bernstine Freeman Madden Rigby 

Bizzarro Fritz Malagari Roae 
Boback Gabler Maloney Roebuck 

Borowicz Galloway Markosek Rothman 

Boyle Gaydos Marshall Ryan 
Bradford Gillen Masser Sainato 

Briggs Gillespie Matzie Samuelson 

Brooks Gleim McCarter Sanchez 
Brown Goodman McClinton Sankey 

Burgos Gregory McNeill Saylor 

Burns Greiner Mehaffie Schemel 
Caltagirone Grove Mentzer Schmitt 

Carroll Hahn Merski Schroeder 

Causer Hanbidge Metcalfe Schweyer 
Cephas Harkins Metzgar Shusterman 

Ciresi Harrell Mihalek Simmons 

Comitta Harris Millard Sims 
Conklin Heffley Miller, B. Snyder 

Cook Helm Miller, D. Solomon 

Cox Hennessey Mizgorski Sonney 
Cruz Hershey Moul Staats 

Culver Hickernell Mullery Stephens 

Cutler Hohenstein Mullins Struzzi 
Daley Howard Murt Sturla 

Davis, A. Innamorato Mustello Thomas 

Davis, T. Irvin Neilson Tobash 
Dawkins Isaacson Nelson Toepel 

Deasy James Nesbit Toohil 

DeLissio Jones O'Mara Topper 
Delloso Jozwiak O'Neal Ullman 

Delozier Kail Oberlander Vitali 

DeLuca Kauffman Ortitay Walsh 
Dermody Keefer Otten Warner 

Diamond Keller, M.K. Owlett Warren 

DiGirolamo Kenyatta Pashinski Webster 
Donatucci Kim Peifer Wentling 

Dowling Kinsey Petrarca Wheatley 

Driscoll Kirkland Pickett Wheeland 
Dunbar Klunk Polinchock White 

Dush Knowles Puskaric Williams 

Ecker Kortz Pyle Youngblood 
Emrick Kosierowski Quinn Zabel 

Everett Krueger Rabb Zimmerman 
Farry Kulik Rader   

Fee Lawrence Rapp Turzai, 

Fiedler Lee Ravenstahl   Speaker 
Fitzgerald Lewis 

 

 NAYS–0 
 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–10 
 
Bullock Evans Mako Sappey 

Davidson Gainey Rozzi Schlossberg 

Day Kaufer 
 

 

 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the 

affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and 

the bill passed finally. 

 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 

concurrence. 
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CALENDAR CONTINUED 

 

BILL ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of SB 621,  

PN 1009, entitled: 
 
An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P.L.30, No.14), known 

as the Public School Code of 1949, amending provisions relating to 
school police officers, school resource officers and school security 
guards; and imposing powers and duties on the Pennsylvania 
Commission on Crime and Delinquency. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 

 The SPEAKER. So we have amendments from Representative 

Dan Miller. Representative Miller, are you withdrawing any of 

these amendments? Not any of them? Please? I am just kidding; 

just kidding.  

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 

 Mr. D. MILLER offered the following amendment  

No. A02209: 

 
Amend Bill, page 12, by inserting between lines 12 and 13 

(f)  Firearm recertification.–Each armed school security guard 

shall complete firearm recertification every 12 months. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment?  

 

 The SPEAKER. On the amendment, Representative Dan 

Miller.  

 Mr. D. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, the underlying bill divides school security into 

several key important categories: school police, school resource 

officers, school security, and in some component of that, a type 

of independent contractor. The majority of the categories that  

I reference are going to have requirements that are going to deal 

with recertification of firearm training in a variety of ways. My 

concern and my reason for the amendment, Mr. Speaker, is that 

the security guard component to this bill may only be required to 

have recertification every 5 years. My belief is that while school 

districts may want to employ school security officers as they see 

fit, I am concerned that, given the climate as well as the need to 

provide for safety entirely in the school district, if school districts 

are going to use these personnel as an option, they should 

continue to have them certified at least the same as school police, 

or in particular, school resource officers would be.  

 So that is why my amendment, Mr. Speaker, requires armed 

school security guards to be recertified every 12 months.  

 The SPEAKER. Does anybody else wish to speak on the 

amendment?  

 Representative Ortitay.  

 Mr. ORTITAY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Would the maker of the amendment please stand for brief 

interrogation?  

 The SPEAKER. He has agreed. He will so stand, and you may 

proceed, sir.  

 

 Mr. ORTITAY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Can you describe what type of firearm certification you are 

referring to, if there is a specific certification program?  

 Mr. D. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 My intent with the amendment is to apply the firearms 

certification that would be applicable to anyone in a school 

resource officer position to be sure that they are having the same 

requirements across the board, given that they would be carrying 

a firearm into a school as a school resource officer otherwise 

would be. So by saying recertification or certifying a firearm,  

I am referring to the same recertification or certification process 

that a school resource officer, or for that regard, a municipal 

officer would go through.  

 Mr. ORTITAY. Thank you.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Sonney.  

 Mr. SONNEY. Mr. Speaker, I oppose this amendment.  

I believe, as a third-party vendor, that the responsibility will not 

lie with the school district, but the responsibility will lie with that 

vendor, and therefore, it is unnecessary, and I would ask to 

oppose this amendment.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Dan Miller.  

 Mr. D. MILLER. Mr. Speaker, I want to thank the good 

chairman for always being willing to discuss with me issues of 

bills. I always appreciate his comments and his willingness to 

literally let me walk in the door uninvited.  

 That being said, I do want to note that I am not talking about 

the independent contractors. Especially, in my understanding of 

the underlying bill, these are going to be retired police officers of 

a variety of categories, who I believe are defined already in the 

independent contractor status. What I am talking about instead 

are the school security guards. So this, as defined, would have 

nothing to do with an independent contractor. Those are defined 

separately in the bill. So the school security, for example – I have 

one in one of my districts at home – we have a school police 

officer who oversees a staff of school security guards. The school 

police officer, of course, goes through their verification, their 

certification across the board, and then oversees these officers, 

these guards, who perform other functions at a cheaper rate of 

service than would more school resource or school police 

officers. My point is that it is actually those school security 

guards that I am talking about, to put them on equal footing to 

say, please, please, please recertify your school security guards. 

If you are going to give them a weapon, recertify them at least 

once a year, like you would any officer who has a gun.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Bill Kortz, on the 

amendment, sir.  

 Mr. KORTZ. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of amendment A2209.  

 Sir, currently under law for policemen, it is a recertification 

every 5 years. Every 5 years a policeman has to go through 

recertification. Now, if we are going to put some retired folks, 

retired police officers in schools, sir, we should err on the safe 

side. I recommend that we go along with this amendment. We 

want to make sure that they are certified and they are doing the 

right things year after year after year, not once every 5 years.  

 So I would recommend we vote "yes" to this.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  
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 The SPEAKER. Representative Curt Sonney.  

 Mr. SONNEY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, quite simply, this bill is trying to make 

corrective changes to existing policy and things that are 

happening today in our schools, and so these are simply making 

those corrective changes, and I would offer that this is not needed 

and I would encourage the members to vote "no." Thank you. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 (Members proceeded to vote.) 

LEAVE OF ABSENCE 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Austin DAVIS has requested 

to be placed on leave. Without objection, that will be granted. 

CONSIDERATION OF SB 621 CONTINUED 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The following roll call was recorded:  

 

 YEAS–90 
 
Bizzarro Driscoll Krueger Rabb 

Boyle Farry Kulik Ravenstahl 

Bradford Fiedler Lee Readshaw 
Briggs Fitzgerald Longietti Roebuck 

Burgos Flynn Madden Sainato 

Burns Frankel Malagari Samuelson 
Caltagirone Freeman Markosek Sanchez 

Carroll Galloway Matzie Schweyer 

Cephas Goodman McCarter Shusterman 
Ciresi Hanbidge McClinton Sims 

Comitta Harkins McNeill Snyder 

Conklin Harrell Merski Solomon 
Cruz Harris Miller, D. Sturla 

Daley Hohenstein Mullery Ullman 

Davis, T. Howard Mullins Vitali 
Dawkins Innamorato Murt Warren 

Deasy Isaacson Neilson Webster 

DeLissio Kenyatta O'Mara Wheatley 
Delloso Kim Otten White 

DeLuca Kinsey Pashinski Williams 
Dermody Kirkland Petrarca Youngblood 

DiGirolamo Kortz Quinn Zabel 

Donatucci Kosierowski 
 

 NAYS–101 
 

Barrar Gleim Mehaffie Rothman 
Benninghoff Gregory Mentzer Ryan 

Bernstine Greiner Metcalfe Sankey 

Boback Grove Metzgar Saylor 
Borowicz Hahn Mihalek Schemel 

Brooks Heffley Millard Schmitt 

Brown Helm Miller, B. Schroeder 
Causer Hennessey Mizgorski Simmons 

Cook Hershey Moul Sonney 

Cox Hickernell Mustello Staats 
Culver Irvin Nelson Stephens 

Cutler James Nesbit Struzzi 

Delozier Jones O'Neal Thomas 
Diamond Jozwiak Oberlander Tobash 

Dowling Kail Ortitay Toepel 

Dunbar Kauffman Owlett Toohil 
Dush Keefer Peifer Topper 

Ecker Keller, M.K. Pickett Walsh 
Emrick Klunk Polinchock Warner 

Everett Knowles Puskaric Wentling 

Fee Lawrence Pyle Wheeland 
Fritz Lewis Rader Zimmerman 

Gabler Mackenzie Rapp   

Gaydos Maloney Reese Turzai, 
Gillen Marshall Rigby   Speaker 

Gillespie Masser Roae 

 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–11 
 
Bullock Day Kaufer Sappey 

Davidson Evans Mako Schlossberg 

Davis, A. Gainey Rozzi 
 

 

 Less than the majority having voted in the affirmative, the 

question was determined in the negative and the amendment was 

not agreed to. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 

 Mr. D. MILLER offered the following amendment  

No. A02210: 

 
Amend Bill, page 12, by inserting between lines 12 and 13 

(f)  Certifications.–Each school security guard shall maintain 

valid certification in first aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation and 

automated external defibrillator training. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment?  

  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Dan Miller, on the 

amendment.  

 Mr. D. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, as we continue to struggle as a State and as a 

nation in relation to school security issues, we are seeing, of 

course, more and more districts relying on an expansive network 

of what they believe to be appropriate for their districts. Those 

are good things. That is a good discussion for them to have, and 

obviously, the underlying bill I do not believe is intended to tell 

any school district what type of security they should be 

deploying. By the same token, there are certain standards that  

I think we have to ensure to be certain that if something goes 

wrong, our security guards – in particular, in this amendment – 

have the skill set that we need for them in order to keep our kids 

safe and our teachers safe and everyone who is at the school at 

the time.  

 This amendment here makes sure that those security guards 

must keep updates with first aid, CPR  

(cardiopulmonary resuscitation), and AED (automated external 

defibrillator) certifications that are, generally speaking, across 

the board, again, in almost any police department you are going 

to find in the Commonwealth, something of which police 

officers, school resource officers, and firemen are all going to 

have. So this amendment is tailored, again, towards the school 

security guard component of the bill to just be certain that if a 

medical emergency occurs, that the security guards will continue 

and maintain to have certifications in these areas to provide the 
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basics of life support should an emergency situation of the 

medical nature arise.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Curt Sonney, on the 

amendment.  

 Mr. SONNEY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, quite frankly, this would be an unfunded 

mandate on our schools, and if they wish to apply this, they can 

do that on their own and we do not have to mandate this.  

 So I would encourage a negative vote. Thank you.  

 The SPEAKER. Yes, sir.  

 Representative Ciresi.  

 Mr. CIRESI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 I will be the first one to stand up about unfunded mandates, of 

which I am opposed to, but this is a security mandate that I think 

is one that we should put on the school districts. If we want to 

talk about unfunded mandates, we have $440 million we could 

talk about. But this one here could save lives, and in today's 

environment, unfortunately, what we see across the nation, our 

security guards and our police officers need to be trained as best 

as they can, and I would think that our school boards – and  

I would hope that PSBA (Pennsylvania School Boards 

Association) would be one of the organizations that would 

support this – would say they would be willing to take this 

unfunded mandate on.  

 So I would urge all the members to vote for this. I do not think 

it would cost the districts that much, and they may be able to do 

a program with the local fire departments and EMS (emergency 

medical services).  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Mike Carroll.  

 Mr. CARROLL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, it seems to me that sometime in the last month 

or two we passed a bill in this chamber that required the students 

to do this, and I am at a loss to understand why we cannot have 

the security officers and the resource officers provided with the 

same exact training that we are going to have our students learn. 

We have smartly required the students to have this training, and 

it seems to me we ought to have the resource officers have the 

same training.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Sonney.  

 Mr. SONNEY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The previous gentleman was correct, except for the fact that it 

was not a mandate. We were simply providing the option. Thank 

you.  

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment? 

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–93 
 

Barrar Driscoll Kosierowski Rabb 
Bizzarro Farry Krueger Ravenstahl 

Boyle Fiedler Kulik Readshaw 

Bradford Fitzgerald Lee Roebuck 
Briggs Flynn Longietti Sainato 

Burgos Frankel Madden Samuelson 

Burns Freeman Malagari Sanchez 
Caltagirone Galloway Markosek Schweyer 

Carroll Gillen Matzie Shusterman 

Cephas Goodman McCarter Sims 
Ciresi Hanbidge McClinton Snyder 

Comitta Harkins McNeill Solomon 
Conklin Harrell Merski Sturla 

Cruz Harris Miller, D. Thomas 

Daley Hohenstein Mullery Ullman 
Davis, T. Howard Mullins Vitali 

Dawkins Innamorato Murt Warren 

Deasy Isaacson Neilson Webster 
DeLissio Kenyatta O'Mara Wheatley 

Delloso Kim Otten White 

DeLuca Kinsey Pashinski Williams 
Dermody Kirkland Petrarca Youngblood 

DiGirolamo Kortz Polinchock Zabel 

Donatucci 
 

 NAYS–98 
 
Benninghoff Gregory Mehaffie Roae 

Bernstine Greiner Mentzer Rothman 

Boback Grove Metcalfe Ryan 
Borowicz Hahn Metzgar Sankey 

Brooks Heffley Mihalek Saylor 

Brown Helm Millard Schemel 
Causer Hennessey Miller, B. Schmitt 

Cook Hershey Mizgorski Schroeder 

Cox Hickernell Moul Simmons 

Culver Irvin Mustello Sonney 

Cutler James Nelson Staats 

Delozier Jones Nesbit Stephens 
Diamond Jozwiak O'Neal Struzzi 

Dowling Kail Oberlander Tobash 

Dunbar Kauffman Ortitay Toepel 
Dush Keefer Owlett Toohil 

Ecker Keller, M.K. Peifer Topper 

Emrick Klunk Pickett Walsh 
Everett Knowles Puskaric Warner 

Fee Lawrence Pyle Wentling 

Fritz Lewis Quinn Wheeland 
Gabler Mackenzie Rader Zimmerman 

Gaydos Maloney Rapp   

Gillespie Marshall Reese Turzai, 
Gleim Masser Rigby   Speaker 

 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–11 
 

Bullock Day Kaufer Sappey 
Davidson Evans Mako Schlossberg 

Davis, A. Gainey Rozzi 
 

 

 Less than the majority having voted in the affirmative, the 

question was determined in the negative and the amendment was 

not agreed to. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration?  

 

 Mr. D. MILLER offered the following amendment  

No. A02211: 

 
Amend Bill, page 13, by inserting between lines 7 and 8 

(5)  Develop, adopt or otherwise make available within 

180 days of the effective date of this section a training module 

for school police, school resource officers and school security 

guards related to children and adolescent development. The 

following shall apply: 

(i)  All school security personnel employed or 

assigned in this capacity shall be required to complete 

this training every three years from the date of 

curriculum adoption by the commission. The school 

entity may require additional training as needed. 

(ii)  The commission shall review the training 

module every two years at a minimum in order to update 

the training as needed. 
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(iii)  The training shall be a minimum of eight 

hours and may be supplemented by additional training 

that the school entity deems necessary. 

(iv)  The training may be used for professional 

development requirements. 

(v)  At a minimum, the training must include 

instruction on: 

(A)  Cultural, racial, religious, ethnicity, 

sex, sexual orientation and identification, 

disability and mental health considerations 

consistent with school-aged students and 

building positive relationships with these 

students and the school community. 

(B)  The impacts of trauma, crisis 

intervention and de-escalation techniques 

specifically related to school-aged students, 

including methods for limiting the use of force 

and the deployment of physical, mechanical and 

chemical restraints. 

(C)  Emergency planning considerations 

and age-appropriate school safety instruction 

training, including for students with mental 

health, disabilities or other behavioral health 

needs. 

(D)  Positive behavioral interventions 

and supports, conflict resolution techniques and 

restorative justice practices. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment?  

 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Dan Miller, on the 

amendment. 

 Mr. D. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, as I have previously spoken, there is no doubt, 

again, that we are seeing a rise in school security of all types in a 

reaction, understandably in most scenarios, for where school 

districts believe that they need to take steps to safeguard their 

students and staff. Obviously, this legislature has taken some 

steps to try and be of some assistance, but we are having a variety 

of personnel that are being instilled into our school districts in a 

way that we have never done before. And as we are trying to 

strike the appropriate balance between safety, we also must be 

concerned about what it means to our environment for our kids 

to learn in and whether or not we are creating schools or whether 

or not we are creating some sort of compound for kids to 

seemingly be safe in in a way that is much different than the 

environment that any of us went to school in, learned in, 

developed and made friends in. And I say that with no disrespect 

to any of the good work that is being done by many of our school 

personnel and our safety personnel that are involved. And there 

is no doubt that whether you are talking school resource, school 

police, or school security, we have some fantastic professionals 

who are in there with great skill and fantastic ability to adapt to 

today's kids and the needs and issues to which they are facing.  

 By the same token, that is not always the case. In much of my 

communication and talk with law enforcement and school 

districts in my area, what they say is, look, not every person who, 

for example, is a police officer is particularly suited to be in a 

school. Not every person who applies or has the certifications to 

be a security guard is the right person to be in a school. And what 

we have noted in several studies in the last 18 to 24 months is that 

as more and more school safety personnel have been instilled, 

what we have seen is a concerning or questioning impact on what 

those inputs have done to numbers – such as expulsions, 

suspensions, juvenile referrals – especially related to populations 

that are a minority population of any type, whether African-

American, whether Latino, whether disability or mental health. 

The reality is that we are finding that the more security is being 

brought in, it is equating to more referrals for school districts as 

far as expulsions and suspensions, and more referrals into 

juvenile delinquency. Now, obviously, to a degree any of that 

could be noted, could be worth it, that those were the right things 

to occur. By the same token, it is of some concern, I find, that the 

populations that are seeing these disproportionate increases in 

referrals are the populations that are historically disadvantaged or 

discriminated against in almost any component that we see in 

relation to aspects of our schools' performances, discipline 

tactics, or anything to do with our criminal justice system.  

 So in order to address that, what my amendment does is it 

attempts to put in a training program designed specifically to 

assist our school police, school resource officers, school security, 

and everyone under this bill to be sure that they are getting extra 

training in relationship to these populations who, again, have 

historically been disadvantaged or discriminated against in other 

aspects of how we are performing our education or our criminal 

justice system. It will make sure that with just being able to do 

this here – and it is something that we are not looking to do once; 

it is something that is required every 3 years. The needs of our 

LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender) kids, the needs 

of our kids with a mental health issue, those are changing and 

adapting as time goes. Our training requirements need to do that 

as well. It does us no good to make sure that we have a little extra 

security at the door, but by the same token, if you are African-

American in our school districts, you are four times as likely to 

get expelled, three times as likely to get suspended, or two times 

as likely to get a juvenile referral than someone else.  

 Now, obviously, different States have different numbers, and 

while I am trying to raise a red flag as to this issue, my main point 

is that I believe that all of us recognize that we have had 

challenges in this State and country in relation to these 

populations in particular. So let us put in a program and be sure 

that as we are allowing school districts to raise and elevate their 

level of security professionals that are in the building, that we are 

being sure that those professionals are well tailored to 

deescalation tactics, are well tailored to positive behavioral 

supports, are well tailored to making positive relationships with 

kids instead of what historically may have been what people 

believed to be the relationship between law enforcement and 

kids. The right school resource officer, school police officer, or 

school security officer can make a fantastic difference, not only 

in a school community, but in an individual kid's life. Well, let us 

be sure that that can apply to every child in this Commonwealth 

regardless of their race, ethnicity, or religion, and regardless of 

their sexual identification or orientation, and regardless of 

whether or not they have a disability or mental health issue. We 

are going to be sure that you have trained professionals in your 

school doing the job that we need them to do.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Curt Sonney.  

 Mr. SONNEY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, under this bill, resource, police, or security 

officers all would be required to take the National Association of 

School Resource Officers training. And currently, under that 

training – this is just a partial list, not the full list of topics – some 

of those topics under this training are school safety and 

emergency operations plans, threats response, preventing 
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violence in school settings, violence and victimization, social 

media and cyber safety, understanding the teen brain, 

understanding special-needs students, school safety professionals 

as an informal counselor or mentor, developing and supporting 

successful relationships with diverse students, and effects of 

youth trends and drugs on the school culture and environment; 

again, that is a partial list.  

 I do not believe that this amendment is needed, and I would 

encourage a negative vote on the amendment.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Bill Kortz, on the 

amendment.  

 Mr. KORTZ. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 I rise in support of this amendment and I commend the 

gentleman from Allegheny County for bringing it forward. I just 

wanted to remind all the members that when someone trains and 

goes into police training for their Act 235, and they go through 

all this training, they have a psychological test just at one time. 

They do not have to take another psychological test ever if they 

keep Act 235 going. I just want people to understand that, and  

I did not have enough time to get that amendment in to maybe 

require a psychological test every 3 years, but this is a good step 

forward. At least they are getting some training to it.  

 And again, I want to err on the side of the children. That is 

what is important here. We have to err on the side of safety for 

our children, so I recommend a "yes" vote.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Ciresi.  

 Mr. CIRESI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, one thing I found interesting about the 

amendment – and correct me if I am wrong, Mr. Speaker – is we 

have seen a rise in student suicide, and especially in our districts, 

we have seen too many student suicides, and as we add these 

security officers and these police officers, it gives our children 

another opportunity for an adult to reach out to, to trust, to go to, 

to be a confidant, and I think that if we are able to implement this 

program – and I will refer back to the comment before about 

unfunded mandates; maybe in this budget we can fund this 

mandate, finally, for the school districts which we have an 

opportunity to do next week – this would give us another 

opportunity to reach these children, to possibly save lives that we 

were not able to reach in the past.  

 The SPEAKER. Representative Miller, for the second time.  

 Mr. D. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 Mr. Speaker, again, I thank the good chairman for his 

comments and his willingness to always talk about issues, and  

I appreciate the list that he mentioned. I would note that this 

legislation that I worked on was not done in a vacuum, and I do 

appreciate those from NASRO who assisted me in its design – 

not, again, to speak for the organization – but the members who 

helped me design it. The big point about this is, the good thing 

about the bill is it applies NASRO across the board when you 

walk in the door. That is a plus. The thing it does not do is it does 

not say, "Hey, listen, I don't know if you know this, but the mental 

health needs or the disability issues or how LGBT issues may be 

going may change over time, and in order to develop a skill set 

with it, you may want to have a refresher course, how about every 

3 years?"  

 

 

 

 

 So I know when I go for my fire department training, I do not 

do my training and then walk out the door. That is not how our 

department works. In relation to our first aid, our CPR training, 

our AED training, we do not do it and then walk out the door and 

that is all it is. That is what NASRO in this bill is – it sets a very 

good foundation for people when they are just starting in the 

deployment.  

 Again, I appreciate the organization. What my bill does is it 

says, look, we want to develop professionals who stay in this line 

of work. The best school security guards, if they are to be used, 

are the ones who are properly trained and properly paid, and we 

want to be sure that if you are a school police officer, that you, 

again, are being properly trained and properly paid across the 

board. But that also means that you may need to have refresher 

courses along the path. Almost every type of licensing that we do 

in this State requires some type of updates, some type of 

continuing education to work across the board.  

 My point to you is that, as we are shoving school security 

guards – not school police, not school resource, but school 

security guards – into the mix in particular, I would like to be sure 

that they are getting this training. Now, obviously, school police 

and school resources are brought into my amendment as well, but 

again, my overall point is, it is an every 3-year type of change 

that just makes sure that, as the needs of the kids change, that we 

are going to be sure that those who are maybe carrying a weapon 

in our school are going to be as updated as we can make them on 

an 8-hour course, instead of saying, maybe you can do some 

reading or Google it and then see how you do, because the last 

time you had any training on it might have been X amount of 

years ago.  

 So again, I would urge everybody to adopt this amendment.  

I really believe that it is something to be sure that will keep our 

kids safe, work on a great positive community, and make sure 

that our school security officers have the training they need to do 

the job as we need them to do.  

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the amendment?  

 

 The following roll call was recorded: 

 

 YEAS–86 
 

Bizzarro Driscoll Krueger Rabb 

Boyle Fiedler Kulik Ravenstahl 
Bradford Fitzgerald Lee Readshaw 

Briggs Flynn Longietti Roebuck 

Burgos Frankel Madden Sainato 
Burns Freeman Malagari Samuelson 

Caltagirone Galloway Markosek Sanchez 

Carroll Goodman Matzie Schweyer 
Cephas Hanbidge McCarter Shusterman 

Ciresi Harkins McClinton Sims 

Comitta Harrell McNeill Snyder 
Conklin Harris Merski Solomon 

Cruz Hohenstein Miller, D. Sturla 

Daley Howard Mullery Ullman 
Davis, T. Innamorato Mullins Vitali 

Dawkins Isaacson Murt Warren 

Deasy Kenyatta Neilson Webster 
DeLissio Kim O'Mara Wheatley 

Delloso Kinsey Otten Williams 

DeLuca Kirkland Pashinski Youngblood 
Dermody Kortz Petrarca Zabel 

Donatucci Kosierowski 
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 NAYS–105 
 

Barrar Gillespie Mehaffie Rothman 

Benninghoff Gleim Mentzer Ryan 
Bernstine Gregory Metcalfe Sankey 

Boback Greiner Metzgar Saylor 

Borowicz Grove Mihalek Schemel 
Brooks Hahn Millard Schmitt 

Brown Heffley Miller, B. Schroeder 

Causer Helm Mizgorski Simmons 
Cook Hennessey Moul Sonney 

Cox Hershey Mustello Staats 

Culver Hickernell Nelson Stephens 
Cutler Irvin Nesbit Struzzi 

Delozier James O'Neal Thomas 

Diamond Jones Oberlander Tobash 
DiGirolamo Jozwiak Ortitay Toepel 

Dowling Kail Owlett Toohil 

Dunbar Kauffman Peifer Topper 
Dush Keefer Pickett Walsh 

Ecker Keller, M.K. Polinchock Warner 

Emrick Klunk Puskaric Wentling 

Everett Knowles Pyle Wheeland 

Farry Lawrence Quinn White 

Fee Lewis Rader Zimmerman 
Fritz Mackenzie Rapp   

Gabler Maloney Reese Turzai, 

Gaydos Marshall Rigby   Speaker 
Gillen Masser Roae 

 

 NOT VOTING–0 
 

 EXCUSED–11 
 

Bullock Day Kaufer Sappey 
Davidson Evans Mako Schlossberg 

Davis, A. Gainey Rozzi 
 

 

 Less than the majority having voted in the affirmative, the 

question was determined in the negative and the amendment was 

not agreed to. 

 

 On the question recurring, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 Bill was agreed to.  

SUPPLEMENTAL CALENDAR A CONTINUED 

 

DECISION OF CHAIR RESCINDED 

ON HB 1634 

 The SPEAKER. HB 1634, filed by Representative Boback, 

that is PN 2186, we moved to third consideration. However, 

without objection, we are going to rescind that and HB 1634 will 

revert back to second consideration. So HB 1634 will revert back 

to second consideration. 

APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING 

 The SPEAKER. Do we have any committee announcements? 

I know the majority Appropriations chair has a committee 

announcement.  

 Mr. SAYLOR. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 I want to announce a committee meeting of the Appropriations 

Committee for Monday at noon in the majority caucus room. 

 

Again, on Monday there will be an Appropriations Committee 

meeting in the majority caucus room.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. There will be an Appropriations Committee 

meeting on Monday at noon in the majority caucus room.  

STATE GOVERNMENT  

COMMITTEE MEETING 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Garth Everett, from State 

Government.  

 Mr. EVERETT. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 There will be an immediate meeting of the House State 

Government Committee, a voting meeting, in Irvis G-50 to 

consider SB 724 – I misspoke earlier – SB 724; immediate 

meeting, room G-50, Irvis.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 The SPEAKER. Thank you. 

 There will be an immediate meeting of the House State 

Government Committee in G-50 Irvis Building.  

ANNOUNCEMENT BY MR. NELSON 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Eric Nelson is recognized on 

unanimous consent.  

 Mr. NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 I rise today to wish a happy birthday to my wife of over  

20 years. Her name is Susan Nelson. Hopefully, I will be able to 

see her after a few hours this evening. I am looking forward to it. 

So let us all give her a round of applause.  

 Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  

 I love her very much.  

 The SPEAKER. Thank you, Representative Nelson.  

REMARKS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD 

VOTE CORRECTION 

 

 Mr. WARNER submitted the following remarks for the 

Legislative Journal: 

 
 I would like to update the record on HB 1547 to show a "no" vote. 

BILLS RECOMMITTED 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader moves that the following 

bills be recommitted to the Committee on Appropriations:  

 

  HB    427;  

  HB  1441;  

  HB  1511;  

  HB  1534;  

  HB  1578;  

  SB       89;  

  SB     127; 

  SB     128; 

  SB     298; and  

  SB     621.  
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 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to.  

BILLS REMOVED FROM TABLE 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader moves that the following 

bills be removed from the tabled calendar and placed on the 

active calendar:  

 

  SB   48;  

  SB 130;  

  SB 698;  

  SB 699; and  

  SB 701.  

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to.  

BILL REMOVED FROM TABLE 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader moves that HB 1338 be 

removed from the tabled calendar and placed on the active 

calendar.  

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to.  

BILL TABLED 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader moves that HB 1338 be 

removed from the active calendar and placed on the tabled 

calendar.  

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to. 

CALENDAR CONTINUED 

 

BILLS ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 239,  

PN 209, entitled: 
 
An Act amending the act of June 27, 1991 (P.L.70, No.10), entitled 

"An act requiring the superintendent of every public school district to 
make available, upon request, lists of graduating seniors to armed forces 
recruiters; and providing a penalty for the misuse of any such lists," 
further providing for title and for legislative intent; providing for short 
title and for definitions; and further providing for list of seniors to be 
compiled, for optional compliance by nonpublic schools and for 
reimbursement of costs. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

 

BILL TABLED 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader moves that HB 239 be 

removed from the active calendar and placed on the tabled 

calendar. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to.  

BILL REMOVED FROM TABLE 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader moves that HB 239 be 

removed from the tabled calendar and placed on the active 

calendar. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to. 

 

* * * 

 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 247,  

PN 999, entitled: 
 
An Act amending Title 58 (Oil and Gas) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in development, further providing for well 
permits. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

BILL TABLED 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader moves that HB 247 be 

removed from the active calendar and placed on the tabled 

calendar. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to.  

BILL REMOVED FROM TABLE 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader moves that HB 247 be 

removed from the tabled calendar and placed on the active 

calendar. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to. 

BILL ON THIRD CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 196,  

PN 168, entitled: 
 
A Joint Resolution proposing integrated amendments to the 

Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, organizing the 
Judiciary into representative districts and further providing for residency 
requirements. 
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 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

BILL TABLED 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader moves that HB 196 be 

removed from the active calendar and placed on the tabled 

calendar. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to.  

BILL REMOVED FROM TABLE 

 The SPEAKER. The majority leader moves that HB 196 be 

removed from the tabled calendar and placed on the active 

calendar. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to. 

 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Steve Samuelson – Oh. We 

are going to hold. I have to hold it open, Representative. We are 

going to see if a bill comes back from committee, so I have to 

hold the floor open.  

RECESS 

 The SPEAKER. The House will be in recess until the call of 

the Chair. The House is going to be in recess until the call of the 

Chair.  

AFTER RECESS 

 The time of recess having expired, the House was called to 

order. 

THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE  

(SETH M. GROVE) PRESIDING 

 

BILL REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE, 

CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED 

SB 724, PN 1046 (Amended) By Rep. EVERETT 
 
An Act amending Titles 24 (Education) and 71 (State Government) 

of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes as follows: In Title 24: for 
retirement for school employees, in preliminary provisions, further 
providing for definitions; in membership, contributions and benefits, 
further providing for payments by employers and providing for 
nonparticipating employer withdrawal liability and further providing for 
actuarial cost method; in School Employees' Defined Contribution Plan, 
further providing for vesting; in administration and miscellaneous 
provisions, further providing for Public School Employees Retirement 
Board; in administration and miscellaneous provisions, providing for the 
establishment of the Public Markets Emerging Investment Manager 
Program; and, in preliminary provisions, further providing for 
definitions. In Title 71: for retirement for State employees and officers, 
in preliminary provisions relating to retirement for State employees and 
officers, further providing for definitions;  in membership, credited 
service, classes of service and eligibility for benefits regarding 

administration of the State Employees' Retirement Fund, further 
providing for election to become a Class A-6 member or solely a 
participant in the plan and for eligibility for death benefits; and, in 
benefits, further providing for maximum single life annuity. 

 

STATE GOVERNMENT. 

BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS PASSED OVER 

 The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, all remaining 

bills and resolutions on today's calendar will be passed over. The 

Chair hears no objection. 

ADJOURNMENT 

 The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair is in receipt of an 

adjournment motion from Representative Dawn Keefer from 

York County, who moves that the House do now adjourn until 

Monday, June 24, 2019, at 1 p.m., e.d.t., unless sooner recalled 

by the Speaker. 

 

 On the question, 

 Will the House agree to the motion? 

 Motion was agreed to, and at 4:11 p.m., e.d.t., the House 

adjourned. 


